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Abstract

The use of methane or hydrogen in stationary combustion systems like power plants

requires a broad understanding of complex interactions between chemical reactions and

the turbulent flow field. Today numerical simulations have become an important tool of

research besides the fields of experimental and theoretical investigations. The simulations

allow a deeper insight into chemical reaction mechanisms, and the development of new

models and modeling techniques. The increasing power of available computer sources

makes the application of simulations in the development process for industrial devices

very attractive.

When carrying out basic research of hydrogen and methane combustion in turbulent

flows, simple flame configurations allow for a detailed comparison of experimental data

with numerical simulations. The developed codes validated by this research can then be

used for more complex configurations.

A PDF-Transport model has been adapted for hydrogen combustion and validated with

a turbulent non-premixed hydrogen jet flame. Measurement data of the the H2 jet
flame have been provided by Barlow (Sandia, USA) and Flury (ETH, Switzerland). In

particular, a comparison of two "advanced" turbulent combustion models is presented:
These are a probabilistic Euler Lagrangian (PEUL) model based on the idea of Lagrange
interaction by exchange with the mean (IEM), and a model based on the scalar probability

density function (PDF) transport equation for the thermochemical variables, which is

solved using a Monte Carlo method. In addition, a "standard" eddy dissipation model

(EDM) with a single-step reaction is considered. The numerical results for mean velocity

components, turbulent kinetic energy, mixture fraction, temperature, and major chemical

species are presented and compared with the experimental data. The goal of this part

of the work is to investigate the capabilities of the used models in predicting hydrogen
combustion in a jet flame. This simple geometry allows for reliable flow simulations.

Regarding the basic test case under consideration, the results obtained by the PEUL

computations and the Monte Carlo PDF simulation are in accordance with experimental
data. The comparison shows that both probabilistic methods give better predictions
than the EDM model. The advantages and disadvantages of the models are discussed

in detail in relationship to the results. It is possible to draw conclusions for modeling

improvements. In most regions of the flame the assumption of chemical equilibrium is

valid. More details about the chemistry must be included at regions close to the nozzle

exit. The improved models could be able to be applied also to more complex geometries.

A new approach for chemistry, repro-modeling, has been investigated for the use in

the PDF-Transport method
.

In the near-field region of the hydrogen jet flame, non-

equilibrium chemistry plays an important role and the chemical kinetics can be described

by a 9-variable system of ODEs using a detailed mechanism. However, application of

high-dimensional PDF transport equations is limited by existing computer resources.

Therefore, a repro-model, consisting of spline functions, is applied to accurately describe

the chemical kinetics. The repro-model was generated by fitting the simulation results

of a PSR of a detailed hydrogen-oxygen reaction mechanism as a function of the mass

fractions of water and nitrogen. The method presented here has the advantages of small



storage requirements and very fast calculations since no look-up tables are used. The

turbulent flame simulation results for the flow field, temperature, and the concentrations

of H2, H20 and OH in the near-field region are match up well with the experimental

data.

In the second part of the thesis, results of measurements and numerical simulations of

a turbulent piloted methane/air flame are presented, including velocity-, temperature

fields and distributions of several major and minor species. The flame is a target flame

of an international workshop: a complete set of measurement data for the chosen flame

is available, and several research groups can provide their computational results for

comparison. For the PDF computations a 4-step reduced mechanism for the chemistry

was used. Overpredictions of H2 and CO can be attributed to the four-step reduced

mechanism. Good agreement can be shown for temperature and major species in mixture

fraction space.



Kurzfassung

Der Einsatz von Methan und Wasserstoff in stationären Verbrennungssystemen,

zum Beispiel in Kraftwerken, erfordert ein breites Verständnis und Wissen der

komplexen Wechselwirkungen zwischen chemischen Reaktionen und turbulentem

Strömungsfeld. Numerische Simulationen entwickelten sich bis heute neben der

theoretischer und experimenteller Untersuchungen zu einem wichtigen Bestandteil

der Forschung. Ein vertiefter Einblick in chemische Reaktionsmechanismen, die

Entwicklung neuer Modelle und Modellierungstechniken sowie wachsende Rechen¬

geschwindigkeiten und verfügbare Computerkapazitäten machen den Einsatz von

Simulationen in Entwicklungsprozessen für industrielle Anwendungen sehr attrak¬

tiv.

In der Grundlagenforschung der Methan- und Wasserstoffverbrennung in turbulen¬

ten Strömungen ermöglichen einfache Konfigurationen einen detaillierten Vergleich

experimenteller Daten mit numerischen Simulationen. Die entwickelten und durch

die Grundlagenforschung validierten Programme können dann für komplexere Kon¬

figurationen verwendet werden.

Ein PDF Transport Modell wurde für die Wasserstoffverbrennung bearbeitet und an

einer turbulenten nicht-vorgemischten Wasserstoff Jetflamme validiert. Messdaten

der H2 Jetflamme wurden von Barlow (Sandia, USA) und Flury (ETH, Schweiz)
zur Verfügung gestellt. Ein Vergleich zweier "fortschrittlicher" turbulenter Verbren¬

nungsmodelle wird präsentiert: das probabilistische Euler Lagrange Modell (PEUL),
welches auf der Idee einer Lagrange Wechselwirkung durch Austausch der Mittel¬

werte (IEM) beruht und ein Modell, das auf Transportgleichung einer Wahrschein¬

lichkeitsdichtefunktion (PDF) für thermochemische Variablen beruht und mittels

Monte Carlo Methode gelöst wird. Zusätzlich wird ein "standard" Wirbel Dissi-

pationsmodell (EDM) mit Ein-Schritt-Reaktion betrachtet. Die numerischen Er¬

gebnisse der Mittelwerte für die Geschwindigkeitskomponenten, turbulente Ener¬

gie, Mischungsbruch, Temperature und die chemischen Hauptspezies werden vor¬

gestellt und mit experimentellen Daten verglichen. Ziel dieses Teils der Arbeit

ist die Erforschung der Fähigkeiten der eingesetzten Modelle, Wasserstoffverbren¬

nung in einer Jetfiamme vorherzusagen. Die einfache Geometrie erlaubt eine zu¬

verlässige Strömungssimulation. Für den ausgewählten Testfall liegen die Ergeb¬
nisse der PEUL Berechnungen und der Monte Carlo PDF Simulation in guter

Übereinstimmung mit den experimentellen Daten. Der Vergleich zeigt, dass bei¬

de probabilistischen Methoden bessere Ergebnisse als das EDM Modell liefern. Die

Vor- und Nachteile der Modelle werden in Bezug auf die Ergebnisse detailliert dis¬

kutiert. Schlussfolgerungen für mögliche Verbesserungen können gezogen werden.

In den meisten Regionen der Flamme ist die Annahme chemischen Gleichgewichts

gültig. Nur in Regionen nahe am Rohraustritt sind mehr Details über die Che¬

mie einzubinden. Es sollte mögliche sein, die Modelle in komplexeren Geometrien

einzusetzen.

Ein neuer Ansatz für die Chemie, Repromodellieren, wurde für den Einsatz in der

PDF Transport Methode untersucht. In der Nahfeldbereich der Wasserstoff Jet-



flamme spielt Nichtgleichgewichts- Chemie eine wichtige Rolle und die chemische

Kinetik kann mit einem 9-Variablen System Ordentlicher Differential Gleichungen
und detaillierter Chemie verwendet werden. Die Anwendung höher dimensionaler

PDF Transportgleichungen is jedoch durch die bestehenden Computermittel be¬

schränkt. Daher wurde ein Repromodell, bestehend aus Spline-Funktionen ange¬

wendet, um die Chemie akkurat zu beschreiben. Das Repromodell wurde durch

einen Fit der Simulationsergebnisse eines perfekten Rührreaktors (PSR) mit einem

detaillierten Wasserstoff-Sauerstoff Reaktionsmechanismus als Funktion der Massen¬

brüche von Wasser und Stickstoff generiert. Die vorgestellte Methode hat den Vorteil

geringen Speicherbedarfs und sehr schneller Berechnungen, da keine Nachschlag-
Tabellen verwendet werden. Die Simulationsergebnisse der turbulenten Flamme für

das Strömungsfeld, die Temperatur und die Konzentrationen von H2, H20 sowie

OH liegen für die Nahfeldregion in guter Übereinstimmung mit den experimentellen

Daten.

Im zweiten Teil der Dissertation werden Ergebnisse der Messungen und der numeri¬

schen Simulationen einer turbulenten Methan/Luft Pilotflamme vorgestellt, welche

das Geschwindigkeits- und Temperaturfeld sowie die Verteilung einiger Haupt- und

Nebenspezies beinhalten. Die Flamme ist Zielflamme eines internationalen work¬

shops. Für die PDF Berechnung wurde ein reduzierter vier-Schritt Mechanismus

verwendet. Höhere H2 and CO Werte bei der Simulation können dem vier-Schritt

Mechanismus zugeschrieben werden. Gute Übereinstimmung kann für die Vorher¬

sage der Temperatur und der Hauptkomponenten im Mischungsbruchraum gezeigt

werden.
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Nomenclature

Latin symbols

Symbol Units Description

A, B, C - model constants

A mole, cm3, s preexponential factor of rate constant

D m?/s diffusion coefficient

E kJ/kmol Activation Energy

F,f - Fuel

H J enthalpy
J kg/(m2s) Diffusion flux term

L, 1 m characteristic length
L m visible flame length
N - number of moles

N - number of particles
0 - Oxidizer

P - product
p m2/s3 Pope correction term

Pk m2/s3 production term in s equation

p * Probability Density Function, Favre averaged

Q * statistical quantity or function

S * chemical source term

Si m/s flame front velocity
T K temperature

T * Transition Tensor

W kg/mol molecular weight
X - mole fraction

Y - mass fraction

Z - mixture fraction

c J/(kgK) heat capacity
d m diameter

f N force

h J/kg specific enthalpy
k m2/s2 turbulent kinetic energy

k 1/8 reaction rate

m kg mass

n mol/kg mass concentration, nt — Yl/Wl



X Nomenclature

P Pa pressure

r, s - stoichiometric coefficient

t s time

u m/s velocity component

X m space coordinate

ri - Turbulent Mixing Operator
O - Operator

V - Distribution function

n J/imolK) Universal gas constant

n - Autocorrelation coefficient

s - Source term operator

* depending on the chosen scalars

Greek symbols

Symbol Units Description

a W/(m2K) = A/(pcp), thermal diffusivity

ß - conserved scalar

ß - temperature exponent of the preexponential factor of the rate constant

A - difference

ÖL - flame thickness

e m2/s3 dissipation rate

e - error

A - global mass flow air excess ratio

A - local air excess ratio

A W/{Km) heat conductivity

P kg/ims) = pv, dynamic viscosity

Ih kg/(ms) turbulent viscosity

V m2/s = pi/p, kinematic viscosity

V
,
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p kg/m3 density

a - number of elements

a - model constant

i m transformed space coordinate

r s characteristic time

Tij N/m2 stress tensor

<f> - local equivalence ratio

V - global equivalence ratio

$ - global mass flow equivalence ratio

$ - scalar, variable

* - thermochemical vector

X 1/8 scalar dissipation rate

* - vector of independent variables in state space

OJ * source term



Nomenclature

Subscripts

Symbol Description

F,f fuel

U> k space direction

M constant for IEM model

n species

0 oxidizer

P product
st stoichiometric

t turbulent

a, ß element

e dissipation

£1,2,3 model constants

ß model constant

1 Fuel inlet

o2 Oxidizer

Superscripts

Description

time averaged
Favre averaged

production rate

fluctuation

Reynolds averaged value

Favre averaged value

Symbol

i



XU Nomenclature

Non-dimensional numbers

Symbol

Da

Le

Pr

Prt

Sc

Sct

Description

Damköhler number

Lewis number

Prandtl number

turbulent Prandtl number

Schmidt number

turbulent Schmidt number

Abbreviations

Symbol Description

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
CFL Courant-Friedrich-Lewy
CMC Conditional Moment Closure

DNS Direct Numerical Simulation

EDM Eddy Dissipation Model

LES Large Eddy Simulation

ILDM Intrinsic Low Dimensional Manifold

ODT One Dimensional Turbulence

PEUL Probabilistic Euler Lagrange
PDF Probability Density Function

PSR Perfectly Stirred Reactor

SLFM Steady Laminar Flamelet Model

TLFM Transient Laminar Flamelet Model



Chapter 1

Introduction

Today combustion is the most frequently used form of energy conversion world wide.

The rising demand for primary energy need over the last 40 years is shown in Figure
1.1.

Development of world primary energy demand

Figure 1.1: Development of world wide demand of primary energy [62]

Fossil fuels like gas, coal and oil play the most important role. While oil wells might
become limited in the near future, coal may still play a leading role; reassessments of

the long-term availability of natural gas also show a growing potential for the use of

natural gas in energy conversion. On the other side, sustainability has become more

important [158] and great success has been made in the development of renewable

energy techniques [62]. To solve problems of energy storage, biomass and hydrogen
are being discussed as favourable alternatives which would imply again the use of

combustion [52].

A cleaner combustion with a minimum oxidation of nitrogen and sulfur is important
to avoid acid rain and adverse effects on health. Also the reduction of carbon dioxides

has become a topic of interest in the discussion about reducing the effects of global
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warming. With higher thermodynamic efficiency rates a better use of the stored

energy can be achieved. To fulfil these goals a deep and detailed understanding of

turbulent combustion and pollutant formation is necessary because most practical
devices operate in turbulent mode.

Turbulence is one of the most complex subjects of non-linear physics and turbulent

combustion is even more complex: this is due to chemical kinetic, the coupling
of chemistry and turbulence with different time scales for mixing processes and

chemical reactions, time dependent and spatial fluctuations and the influence of heat

release on the turbulence. In spite of tremendous work and of research progress in

the fields of fluid dynamics, chemistry, physics and numerics until today the subject
remains so complex that an intensive effort is still necessary.

The many applications of combustion in energy conversion cause a huge market

of combustion systems with several billion dollars per year and designing costs of

some hundred million dollars. Therefore its important and justified to spend several

million dollars for research in combustion [17]. A good understanding of combus¬

tion phenomena is important to create and improve tools for the development of

combustion devices and existing applications with pollutant reduction and higher
thermodynamic efficiency.

The field of reacting flows contains a broad variety of many disciplines. The research

is based on an interaction between theory, experiment and simulation. The different

fields allow an improved insight into phenomena of combustion. The better under¬

standing can help in the research and development of many practical applications.
In Figure 1.2 links and exchanges between the major directions are illustrated.

THEORY

Metrology

Optics

Configuration

SIMULATION
Model

Validation EXPERIMENT

Figure 1.2: Scheme for the interaction of different fields to describe reacting flows



The theory of combustion modeling combines fundamental knowledge of chem¬

istry, physics, mathematics and fluid dynamics. The quantum mechanical theory
of molecules serves as a basis for the experimentalists in the development of new

non-intrusive measurement techniques like the optical Raman spectroscopy. It can

provide guidelines in the determination of meaningful test-configurations and helps
in the interpretation of the measured results. On the other side the theory of com¬

bustion modeling is the basis for a detailed and exact description of all kind of

reacting flows. In the understanding of the solution of complex systems of gov¬

erning equations the development of simplified models plays an important role. In

combination with numerics different solution strategies have been worked out which

allows for the implementation in computational codes. A successful development of

new models includes their validation against results from experiment.

As a result of this fruitful interaction computational fluid dynamics, CFD, has be¬

come a very important tool in industry. The procedure of a typical application of

CFD is summarized in Figure 1.3.

INPUT

Geometry

Boundary Condition

Computational Fluid Dynamics

Grid Generation

Model Specification

Flow Fiel

Combustio

d

n

Computation

Mean Radial Temperalurs

OUTPUT

Velocity

Temperature

Species

Pollutants

Figure 1.3: Typical procedure in Computational Fluid Dynamics, CFD

The specification of the case of interest provides a geometry together with boundary
conditions. The solution with CFD is depending on the choice of the models for the

flow field as well as for the combustion. After generating a grid and setting up of

the model specific parameters and boundary conditions the computation can run.

Today besides supercomputer and workstations, PC-processors are becoming very

attractive. The output of a converged solution provides a set of velocity, temperature
and species profiles. It is also possible to get information about the formation of
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pollutants from the results. With the help of all the available information CFD can

play an active role in the improvement of existing processes and the development of

new devices.

The presented work is focusing on gas phase combustion. Reassessment of the long-
term availability of natural gas made the use of gas turbines for power generation

more attractive also in base load operation ([14], [28]). The growing acceptance of

natural gas is founded on the development of low NOx combustion techniques, high
efficient combined gas and steam cyles with effectiveness close to 60 %, resulting

in lower emission of carbon dioxides compared to coal combustion and the opening
of the electricity market in OECD countries. Natural gas will, in the short and

medium term, play an important role in the cogeneration of heat and power.

Combustion research can help to guide the developments of new technologies. This

can be obtained by basic modeling and experimental studies in laboratory scales:

cost-effective data for interpretation, scaling and generalization can be delivered

from basic research. Configurations can be mostly based on two stream problems.

In gasphase combustion the field of combustion is divided into nonpremixed and pre-

mixed combustion, whereas partial premixing is also playing an important role. To

illustrate the different combustion modes consider a mixing of two streams. Accord¬

ing to the composition of the streams a variation from non-premixed up to premixed
can be obtained. Introducing the global equivalence ratio allows for the specification
of the streams. It is defined as the ratio of the inlet fuel mass fraction divided by the

inlet oxygen mass fraction and the unburned fuel divided by the unburned oxygen

at stoichiometric conditions

,

_

Yf,i/Yq2,2
9 ~

[YFjYo2,2],

This allows to define a pure fuel stream with 0 = oo and a pure air stream with

(f> = 0. A mixture under stoichiometric conditions is described by <j) = 1. In Figure
1.4 the possible compositions of a two stream problem are illustrated.

A composition above the upper flamability limit for the rich side and under its limit

for the lean side cannot burn. In this region of partially premixed combustion lower

combustion temperatures of stable flames can be achieved without safety problems.
In the field of modeling of nonpremixed turbulent combustion much progress has

been achieved in the last several years and many questions are still widely discussed.

Because of the complex interaction of chemical reactions and mixing processes, ad¬

vanced models have been developed and applied ([132], [143], [170], [105], [106],
[130], [8], [112], [34]). In the following short review modeling developments for the

different combustion modes will be highlighted.
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Figure 1.4: Composition paths of a two stream based flammable mixture

1.1 Turbulent Combustion Modeling

1.1.1 Overview of modeling approaches

The description of turbulent reacting flows in a frame work of exact governing equa¬

tions is mathematically possible. An exact solution of the system requires a resolu¬

tion of the computational domain down to the Kolmogorov length scale for effects

of turbulence and a time discretization which captures besides the turbulent time

scales all the chemical time scales. This method is called Direct Numerical Simula¬

tion (DNS). The method strongly depends on the physical domain and the boundary
conditions of the flow and is limited most by its computational cost. Assuming the

turbulent length to be the smallest scale in a flow the number of degrees of freedom

Np scales as Np ~ Re3. Including additionally the number of scalars Ns in the best

case the computational cost scales with Re3Ns. An increase of about 10 orders of

magnitude of today computational resources is needed for the use of DNS in prac¬

tical combustion devices, e.g. household burners. The use of DNS is very helpful
to get a fundamental understanding of combustion phenomena in turbulent flows

within small domains [161]. For more practical use in laboratory turbulent flames

and industrial combustion devices with large physical domains and high Reynolds
numbers modeling assumptions are necessary in order to reduce the complexity of

the system to be described.
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Different modeling approaches try to cover the wide range between the different

scales. Large Eddy Simulation, LES, can accurately predict large scales of turbulent

motion. In case of nonpremixed combustion there remains the need to cover the

interaction between chemistry and turbulence: chemical reactions occur only after

small scale turbulent mixing.

In one-dimensional turbulence, ODT, a stochastic model is used to compute statis¬

tical properties of velocity and scalar fields in stationary and decaying homogeneous
turbulence [82]. Recently ODT has been presented in combination with combustion

modeling [9].

In the formulation of Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations turbulent

closure is obtained either by Reynolds stress modeling or by the use of an eddy

viscosity concept, where transport equations for the turbulent kinetic energy and

eddy dissipation have to be solved. The chemical source term appears in unclosed

form and has to be modeled.

In statistical approaches the mean source term is computed by considering the PDF

(Probability density function) of thermochemical variables. In presumed PDF meth¬

ods the shape of the PDF is assumed as a mathematical function. In transport meth¬

ods the shape is computed directly by solving a transport equation for the PDF.

The advantage of this method is the closed form of the source term. A comparison
of the methods is reported in [15].

The best choice of model in general depends on the problem to be solved, in partic¬
ular as it is characterized by Damköhler number and Reynolds number which will

be defined in chapter 3. Furthermore the field of combustion modeling is divided

into non-premixed and premixed systems as explained in figure 1.4. From both

sides it is possible to include effects of partially premixing. Major parts of com¬

bustion research focus on the submodels for turbulence with the treatment of large
density gradients and submodels for temperature dependent chemical reactions with

large fluctuations of the temperature. The following section summarizes the existing

modeling approaches which have been developed. Many investigations have been

presented at the Combustion Symposia. A brief history of the Combustion Institute

can be found by Hottel [66]. For more details we refer to the books of Glassman

[59], Libby&Williams [92], Turns [154], Pope [125] and Peters [113].

Models for Nonpremixed Combustion A fundamental concept introduced by
Burke and Schumann in 1928 is the representation of combustion in mixture fraction

space [30]. The mixture fraction as a key variable is defined as a conserved scalar

describing the state of mixing with values 0 and 1 corresponding to pure air and pure

fuel respectively. The stoichiometric mixture fraction corresponds to the value where

fuel and oxidizer would be totally consumed. Assuming infinitely fast chemistry the

burned mixture forms amounts of products which are equal along lines in mixture

fraction space with the maximum at stoichiometry. This concept of 'mixed is burnt'

gives the limit of 'Burke-Schuman'.

In the approach of chemical equilibrium also fast chemistry is assumed. The differ¬

ence compared to the Burke-Schumann limit is that the final state of a mixture is
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given by the chemical equilibrium which especially around stoichiometry (which im¬

plies high temperatures) differs from mixed is burnt by considering the dissociation

of the products (like for example H20 and CO2) at high temperatures.

In the Eddy Dissipation Model by Magnussen the rate for a irreversible one-step

chemical reaction for locally inhomogeneous mixtures is controlled by the mean

values of the fuel and oxidizer mass fractions [97]. The rate is proportional to the

turbulence time based on the turbulent kinetic energy k and the dissipation rate e.

The model strongly depends on the correct prediction of the turbulent time.

In the Modele Intermittent Lagrangien, MIL, proposed by Borghi the fuel consump¬

tion rate is also connected to the local time scales [25]. For the lean side of the

mixture the rate is determined by the fuel mass fraction; for the fuel rich side the

rate is defined by the oxidizer mass fraction. A /5-PDF for the mixture fraction and

an exponential function for the PDF of the time scales is assumed.

The statistical PEUL (Probabilistic Euler Lagrange) approach by Borghi ([25], [159])
is able to describe partially reacted mixtures by incorporating three different states in

mixture fraction space, namely: chemical equilibrium of the fully reacted mixture, a

mixing line with no reaction and a Lagrangian line, including partially reacted states.

According to the actual mixture the assumed PDFs for the three different lines are

determined. The model has been successfully applied for hydrogen combustion [135]
and for the combustion of methane [134].

The flamelet concept, introduced by Peters, is based on the idea of the local ex¬

istence of laminar flame structures, so called flamelets, as they occur in a laminar

counterflow flame ([112]; a review can be found in [169]). In this way of looking
at turbulent combustion diffusion processes and chemistry are coupled. In case of

the steady laminar flamelet model (SLFM) each flamelet can be described in terms

of the mixture fraction and scalar dissipation rate or strain rate respectively. In

a pre-processing laminar flamelet calculations based on opposed jet laminar diffu¬

sion flames are performed using a detailed chemistry and stored in libraries (see for

example [94], [79], [127], [128]). The flamelet model has been developed for high
Damköhler numbers. It is also usable beyond this restriction; the region has to be

determined which is still a topic of ongoing discussion [145]. To incorporate effects

like local extinction and reignition transient laminar flamelet models, TLFM, have

been developed by Ferreira [53] and Pitsch [116]. They includes additional char¬

acteristic parameters like the reaction progress variable and a characteristic time,
based on the kinetic energy k and the dissipation rate e. To account for turbulent

fluctuations presumed PDFs are used (examples can be found in [111], [53], [117]).

In the Probability Density Function-transport method proposed for the composi¬
tion joint PDF by Dopazo, O'Brien and Pope ([47], [119]) a statistical description
of the system is provided. Diffusion processes and chemistry are treated without

specific coupling; the interaction has to be taken into account by the modeling of

the micromixing. The approach of the Joint-PDF includes the flow parameters and

the thermochemical variables. The composition PDF solves for the thermochemical

variables, while the flow field is computed with RANS and a turbulence model for

the closure. The method can be used in an Eulerian and in a Lagrangian description
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([121], [123]). The exact transport equation of the PDF is derived but unclosed. Af¬

ter making modeling assumptions for the mixing and turbulent convection it can be

solved applying a Monte Carlo particle method. The source term occurs in closed

form which allows an exact treatment of nonlinear rate expressions (for example in

stochastic reactor models [86]). Due to the complexity of the system to be solved the

number of variables is limited. Therefore a reduction of thermochemical variables

is applied in most cases, e.g. ILDM with three variables for methane combustion

[96]. For the presented work of H2 combustion the assumption of chemical equilib¬
rium ([107], [110]), and repro-modeling ([108], [109]) have been included into the

PDF-transport equation. Additionally a four-step-mechanism for the combustion of

CH4 [90] has been used. The turbulent mixing term is unclosed. Several models for

the term of turbulent mixing have been developed and tested. To model the correct

interaction of chemistry and turbulence interaction is still an important topic of

actual research.

The approach of Conditional Moment Closure (CMC) by Bilger and Klimenko uses

the transport equation transformed into mixture fraction space [83]. The averaged

parameters are then conditioned on the actual values of the mixture fraction. Due to

the conditioned description of the transport equations the unclosed reaction term can

be approximated by the mean values of the temperature and species mass fractions.

For the mixture fraction PDF a presumed shape is assumed. The evaluation of the

conditioned turbulent transport has to be modeled.

Models for Premixed Combustion In 1938 Ya.B. Zel'dovich and D.A. Frank-

Kamenetskii presented a theory of thermal flame propagation [175]. Premixed flames

can be characterized by the laminar flame speed Ui and flame thickness et, which

can be determined from theory[168].

The description of turbulent premixed combustion can be based on the reaction

progress variable c. A source term in the transport equation for c has to include the

information about the chemical reaction rate. The structure of turbulent premixed
flames can be analyzed in a Borghi diagram [25], where e.g. the ratio u /ui is plotted

versus k/ei. The effects of turbulence ranges from distortion and wrinkles of thin

flame fronts to complex interactions with thick combustion zones.

In the Eddy break up model by Spalding the reaction is coupled with the turbulent

flame field via the rate of e over k [142]. The change in reaction progress is taken

to be proportional to fluctuations of the reaction progress variable.

The BML (Bray-Moss-Libby) model proposes that the progress of the reaction can

be described by a single scalar variable c with certain assumptions [27]. The reaction

rate also includes the turbulent time scale and a quadratic function of the reaction

progress variable.

The extension of the BML model leads to the Leuckel-Schmid-Model [137]. The in¬

clusion of the laminar flame speed and the Damköhler number allows the application
of the model for a wide range of combustion regimes.

Based on the idea of proportionality of the reaction rates to the amount of flame
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surface and its velocity of propagation with the laminar flame speed a group of flame

sheet density models has been developed. A special form derived from the flamelet

model is the G-equation introduced by Peters' group [101].

It is also possible to derive a PDF-transport-equation for the PDF of the reaction

progress variable [31].

Recent developments: LES in Combustion Although LES is a promising

approach because many properties of the flow are solved, the problem of the unclosed

reaction term also appears in a LES simulation, as the dimension of the flame

structure is below the typical width of the spatial filter. Therefore subgrid scale

models for the reaction rate have to be established.

An overview about existing approaches of LES for combustion modeling is given

by Vervisch and Veynante [160]: Besides a group of simplest approaches - like Ar-

rhenius type - they present for non-premixed combustion the combination with a

Linear Eddy Model, a Dynamic micro-mixing model and Probability Density Func¬

tions - whereas the sub-grid scale PDF is based either on a presumed PDF or on

a transport equation for the sub-grid PDF ([58]). For premixed combustion they
discuss artificially thickened flames, the G-equation and the filtering of the progress

variable balance equation.

Weller et al. applied LES to the case of premixed combustion behind a backward

facing step, where the reaction rate has been modeled by an adapted flame sheet

density model respectively a flame wrinkling combustion model [166]. A similar

concept is used by Bogner et al., who modeled the evolution of a turbulent flame

front established by a DNS calculation [23].

1.2 Objectives

The general objectives of the work in the combustion group at ETH are the de¬

velopment of research and engineering tools for a better understanding of complex
combustion systems such as household burners or gas turbines ([53], [134], [55], [2]).
These tools can then be used to predict pollutant formation like CO and NO in

practical combustion devices ([146],[22],[139],[99]). Furthermore they can assist in

the design and operation of combustion systems for an optimized use of the fuel

to produce power and heat. Improved modeling methods based on a better phys¬
ical understanding and growing capacities of the computer hardware components

accelerate the possibilities to apply such tools for 3D practical combustors with

computational times of a few days on parallel PC clusters. The tools could be ex¬

tended by including the formation of soot, radiation and local extinction (see for

example [80], [84], [98], [53], [72]).

The specific goals of the work are:

- Validation of a Finite Volume - PDF/Monte Carlo code with an existing re¬

duced four-step mechanism for methane chemistry.
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- Development and implementation of the chemistry for hydrogen combustion

in the FV - PDF code assuming chemical equilibrium and repro-modeling.

- Validation of the hydrogen chemistry in turbulent combustion and comparison

to existing modeling approaches.

The focus on these specific goals is explained by the availability of suitable test cases

and the promising features of PDF methods.

Choice of validation test cases Non premixed combustion occurs in Diesel

engines (e.g. [75], [49]), gas turbines, combustors and fires. The type of combustion

mostly can be reduced to a two stream problem of mixing oxidizer and fuel. It is

very attractive to reduce the geometries down to laboratory scales with good optical

access for measurements.

The simplest geometries for producing turbulent, nonpremixed flames, are a coun¬

terflow or a coflow configuration. Especially the coflow geometry has the advantage
that the flow field can be predicted quite well with existing turbulence models ([73],
[89], [121]). Furthermore, the boundary conditions can be defined very accurately,
which is an important aspect in the simulations. In both cases, good optical access

for measurements is possible. While the counterflow geometry is still a topic of

discussion [9], a complete data set for the coflow geometry is available for hydrogen
combustion ([6], [56]) and for piloted methane combustion [3]. (Another attractive

candidate of a flame with a minimum of carbon is the CO/H2 flame presented re¬

cently [11].) The hydrogen flame and the piloted methane/air flame of the present

study belong to a set of standard flames, which have been defined in a recent work¬

shop [10]. Availability of data along well-defined sections through the flame makes

a comparison between simulation and experiment possible.

Motivation for the PDF transport method In modeling turbulent reacting

flows, the advantage of the probability density function (PDF) transport method is

the closed representation of the chemical source term and the direct determination

of the shape of the PDF by solving its transport equation. The PDF method allows

incorporation of a detailed description of chemistry into the PDF transport equation.
No basic assumptions are necessary.

This method has become a widespread tool in combustion research. However, exist¬

ing computer resources do not allow the application of a high-dimensional thermo¬

chemical space in most turbulent flame simulations and therefore the chemical sys¬

tem has to be represented by a few variables only (an example for the use of detailed

chemistry in a simple configuration can be found in [101]).

A simple way to treat the chemistry is to assume chemical equilibrium everywhere
in the flame, like in the assumed PDF calculations of Kent and Bilger [81] .

This

assumption is valid for some flames when the chemistry is sufficiently fast, but

introduces large errors for other turbulent flames. It is also possible to describe the
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chemical kinetics of a system by a few global reactions that were derived using quasi-

steady state and partial equilibrium assumptions [116]. For example, Chen et. al.

did PDF computations using a five-step hydrogen mechanism including nine species
with look-up tables [34]. Generation of such global reactions can be time-consuming
and the equations are valid only for a limited fuel-to-air ratio and temperature range.

Another approach is finding the minimal applicable number of variables on the basis

of time-scale analysis. Concentrations and rates of all species are then given as a

function of a few selected variables. This method was introduced by Maas and Pope
[96] and is called the Intrinsic Low-Dimensional Manifold (ILDM) method (see also

[95]). ILDMs have been used in several PDF turbulent flame calculations, like Nau

et al. [105] and Nooren et al. [107]. In all these ILDM calculations information for

the chemical kinetic systems was stored in look-up tables. These tables are relatively
large and require application of time-consuming search and interpolation methods.

Besides using look-up tables, another possibility is fitting the rate equations by
global interpolating functions. Christo et al. introduced the Artificial Neural Net¬

work (ANN) method [39]. In this method look-up tables, generated from global
reactions, were fitted by ANNs and the neural network model was used during the

PDF computation ([39], [40]). The method has been extended by Blasco et al. and

Chen et al. ([21], [33]). An alternative method is fitting functions directly to the

solution of the detailed reaction mechanism. This method is called repro-modeling
(see e.g. Turânyi [151]) and it was first applied in combustion simulations by Turânyi
[152]. Repro-modeling has been successfully used in shock-wave simulations [42] For

a comparison of the use of ANN and repro-modeling see [41]. This thesis reports
the first application of the repro-modeling method for turbulent flame simulations.

The thesis is organized as follows. In the next two chapters the set of governing
equations, combustion models, the PDF-Transport method used and details about

the chemistry modeling are given with emphasis on the repro-model. Then, an

extensive presentation of modeling a turbulent hydrogen jet flame with the PDF-

Transport method and the repro-model follows. Results are discussed and compared
to those of other combustion approaches. Results for a turbulent partially premixed
methane/air are presented.



Chapter 2

Reacting Flows

2.1 Fluid Dynamics

The mathematical description of a fluid is given by a set of governing equations for

mass, momentum, species and energy. Using Einstein's summation convention they

may be written in Cartesian coordinates for

the conservation of mass

dp d
,

.

and the conservation of momentum

d d dp d
—puz + -^—pUkUt

= h ^—rlk + pft (2.2)

Shear stress is occuring due to a velocity gradient.

du
r = „- (2.3)

The proportionality is given for a Newtonian fluid by the viscosity li.
1 With the

assumption of a Newtonian fluid the stress tensor can be written as

dux duk 2duj

1with ß — rj, where y is the symbol used in DIN-standard 1342; the kinematic viscosity is

defined as v = /i/p
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where \i denotes the viscosity and ö the Kronecker delta. The influence of gravity in

the source term pfi of the momentum equation can be neglected in high momentum

jets.

In combustion for a system with N species (N — 1) additional equations for the

conservation of species have to be solved

The mole fraction Xt of species i is defined as the number of moles of species i, Nt,
in relation to the total number of moles, N, in the mixture.

*. = f (2.6)

The mass fraction is defined as the mass of a species % in relation to the whole mass

of the mixture:

y. = - (2.7)
m

The total sum of all species mass fractions is equal to one.

In the conservation equation for species the diffusive flux is modeled with Fick's law

Ji = -pD^ (2.8)

For the diffusion coefficient Da at a specific temperature in a turbulent burning
mixture one can use an effective value for all species because laminar diffusion will

be overruled by turbulent diffusion. In laminar configurations differences in the

diffusion coefficients have to be taken into account.

For a system of N species each source term Sa for a species a is based on the

rate coefficients k and the stoichiometric coefficients v of the forward and backward

reactions including species a

-r-rr R

Sa = —" 2_^(Ua,r ~ Va,r)
P

r=l
)4M a = 1,... ,N

(2.9)

where Wa denotes the molecular weight of species a, and the rate coefficient of

reaction r is modeled with the Arrhenius equation
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kr=ArT^exp(-^) (2.10)

where Ar denotes the preexponential factor of the rate constant of reaction r, ßr the

temperature exponent of the preexponential factor of the rate constant of reaction r

and and Er the activation of chemical reaction r. In low speed gaseous combustion

the kinetic energy and viscous dissipation can be neglected. Also potential energy

pgz is neglected. Finally the conservation of energy can be expressed as

ph +
—pu3h=-^j}

+ pSh (2.11)
dt dxn 3

dxn "°

where h denotes the static enthalpy (for more details see [168]). A splitting of the

pressure into a constant reference pressure and its variation

p(x,t)=p0(t) + Ap(x,t) (2.12)

allows the expression of temperature, density and species source terms as functions

of the mass fractions and enthalpy at constant pressure. Time dependent pressure

changes can be neglected.

The flux of energy can be described as a combination of heat flux, given by Fourier's

law, and an enthalpy transport due to diffusion.

BT

j} = -X— + haJ? (2.13)

The source term Sh of the energy equation accounts for thermal radiation, dissipation
(to be neglected) and convective heat transfer at boundaries.

The simplification of the governing equations includes the assumption of low Mach

number flows and unity Lewis number. The Lewis number is defined as the ratio

between the heat and mass transfer coefficients À and D

The Schmidt number defines the ratio between viscosity and diffusion, Sc = v/D,
whereas the Prandtl number accounts for the ratio between viscosity and heat trans¬

fer, Pr = v/\. The Schmidt and Prandtl number are Sc = Pr, due to Le = 1.

To close the system of governing equations 2.1, 2.2, 2.5 and 2.11 in gaseous com¬

bustion the ideal gas assumption is applied. With the thermal equation of state the

pressure p is given by
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p = pRT (2.15)

where R denotes the gas constant.

Finally a relation between the enthalpy and the temperature is necessary. The static

enthalpy is given by the amount of the enthalpies of each species of the system

N

h = YJYnK (2.16)
n=l

The specific enthalpy of a species can be expressed as the sum of formation enthalpy
at a reference temperature T0 and the heat capacity of the gas mixture for the

temperature range between T0 and the actual value T

K = K,o + f cp,n(T)dT (2.17)
JTn

Polynomial fits of the heat capacities cp^n{T) are available in the Chemkin database

[78]. For more details on transport phenomena we refer to [20] and the treatment

of boundary layers is presented in [136].

Both species mass fractions and enthalpy are scalars. A general conservation equa¬

tion for a scalar $a can be written as:

pm9—+p^d-t/ = ^+p@)sam (2.i8)

where <3? denotes the set of all scalars taken into consideration.

In turbulent flows the mean chemical source term does not appear in closed form

and therefore has to be modeled. On the other hand, it is possible to derive a

transport equation for a PDF. This has the advantage of a closed source term.

Nevertheless, new terms such as the turbulent mixing still have to be modeled.

Governing equations for turbulent flows and a transport equation for a PDF will be

presented in chapter 3.

2.2 Chemistry

2.2.1 Mixture fraction

In Figure 2.1 the scheme of a typical laminar nonpremixed flame configuration is pre¬

sented. A fuel inlet is mixed with an air coflow stream. The region of stoichiometric

mixing condition is lined in the Figure.
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stoichiometric

mixture

Figure 2.1: Scheme of a typical diffusion flame with a fuel inlet and air coflow. The

line marks the stoichiometric mixture

The set of governing equations is a system of non-linear differential equations where

no analytical solution is available. Including combustion phenomena it is even more

complicated to solve the system. The use of conserved scalars can help to solve

the problems of reacting flows. A conserved scalar is defined to be a scalar whose

actual value at each point is conserved within a flow field. Take, as an example,
the absolute enthalpy which is conserved at each point of the flow field in case that

no sources or sinks of thermal energy, e.g. radiation or viscous dissipation, occur.

Another example of a conserved scalar is the element mass fraction of an element j

(j refers to C, H, O or N e.g.) which is not changed due to chemical reactions.

7 _

m3 _STanjWJV (2.19)

where anj denotes the number of elements j in the species n and Wj, Wn are the

corresponding molecular weights.

A widespread tool and commonly used conserved scalar is the mixture fraction which

is presented next.

Assuming a nonpremixed system where the amount of a conserved scalar in one
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inlet stream is ßi and in the second stream ß2. For a local composition inside of the

mixture of the conserved scalar ß the mixture fraction can be expressed as

Z = ^A (2-2°)
Pi — P2

To study the combustion under stoichiometric conditions it is useful to obtain an

expression of the stoichiometric mixture fraction. Starting with a global one-step

reaction

u'pF + u'o202 -> v"p? (2.21)

where F refers to fuel, O2 refers to oxidizer and P refers to product. A stoichiometric

mass ratio s is given by:

s =
V'°^

(2.22)

v'FWF
v !

For the case of the one step reaction one has a conserved scalar, the Shvab-Zel'dovich

coupling variable

ß = YF- Y0Js (2.23)

Introduced into equation 2.20 one obtains another representation of the mixture

fraction

Yf-Yq2/s + Y02)2/s
~

Vp.l + W*
( }

In case of stoichiometry the relation 2.23 becomes sYF = YÖ2 and therefore the

stoichiometric mixture fraction is

^ =

1 .v1 iv
(2"25)

Another definition of the mixture fraction can be given following Bilger [19]

7 _

0-5(Fh - Ym)/WH + 2(Yc - Y2C)/Wc
Amar

~

0.5(y1H - Ym)/WR + 2(Y1C - Y2C)/WC
^ °J
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here only H and C are included where Yn is the H element mass fraction in measured

sample, Y1H the one in the main jet stream and Y2h the one in the coflow stream.

Yq , Yic and Y2c are the corresponding element mass fractions of C. Wt denotes

the atomic weight of element i. Especially in case of differential diffusion the use of

Bilger's definition is recommended [9].

A number of dimensionless parameters are commonly used to describe the fuel/air
composition of the mixture. The local fuel to air equivalence ratio (j) is the ratio of

the local unburned fuel divided by the local unburned oxygen and the same unburned

ratio at stoichiometric conditions. In terms of stoichiometric mixture fraction one

may write

(1 ~ Zst)- (2.27)"

{1-Z) Zst

The inverse of the local equivalence ratio is the local air excess ratio A

\=\ (2.28)

A global parameter, independent of the local structure, is the global equivalence

ratio if

<P =
YF,i/Yo2j2

YF}U/Yo2^u

Under stoichiometric conditions one obtain

= '£*- (2-29)
St

~*W

Z,t =^ (2.30)

The global mass flow equivalence ratio $ includes the ratio of total mass flow rate

of the fuel and the oxidizer stream for stoichiometric conditions

$ = Z11!^
=

r
^ =^ (2.31)

[m1/m2]st [mF,i/m02,2\st m0i,2

Therefore the inverse of equation 2.31 defines the global mass flow air excess ratio.

A
1 A^h,
* [ro2/miL
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2.2.2 Fast chemistry models

For the case of an infinitely fast one step reaction Figure 2.2 shows the profiles of

species mass fractions versus mixture fraction. In case of complete combustion the

whole oxidizer and fuel are consumed at stoichiometric mixture fraction. At the

same position the maximum mass fraction of the products is obtained. The limiting
lines denote the Burke-Schumann limits [30]. In the cold case no combustion occurs

and the components are described with pure mixing lines. No products are available.

fuel

ox

St

Figure 2.2: Burke-Schumann limits (-) and mixing lines (- -) in mixture fraction
space

Independent of what the specific reaction kinetics is, assuming fast chemical reac¬

tions the species of a system can be described to be in chemical equilibrium. Also

then it is possible to express each species as a function of mixture fraction

Yn = Yn(Z) (2.33)

The procedure to obtain the thermodynamic data starts with the identification and

characterization of the species to be taken into account. The fit coefficients for

the polynomial representation of the thermodynamic properties, and the tempera¬
ture ranges for which they apply are available in the thermodynamic data base of

Chemkin [78].

These data are used to generate the fit. The fields contain if0 (298), 5° (298), and

tables of cp(T), S°(T), H°(T) as functions of temperature. For the computation of

equilibrium states a modified Version of STANJAN III [77] (part of the Chemkin

package [78]) is used. In Figure 2.3 the Burke-Schumann lines of hydrogen and

oxygen are compared to the corresponding results of equilibrium chemistry. Both

data are plotted versus the mixture fraction for values close to stoichiometry. Only
there one can observe differences between the two lines. In chemical equilibrium,
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Figure 2.3: Burke-Schumann limits of hydrogen (-) and oxygen (- -) with the corre¬

sponding lines of equilibrium chemistry (-.) around stoichiometry in mixture fraction
space

depending on the temperature, the coexistence of fuel and oxidizer can be possible.
In case of Burke-Schumann oxidizer and fuel are assumed to be totally consumed

under stoichiometric conditions and cannot coexist.



Chapter 3

Modeling of Nonpremixed
Turbulent Reacting Flows

Turbulence is a condition of a flow field which is characterized by a totally irregular
motion. Neighbouring areas of the fluid quickly are mixed together. Turbulence is

a characteristic of flows. It is one of the unsolved problems of todays physics [54].
Almost every natural flow and engineering application is turbulent. One can observe

turbulence for example in cumulus clouds, combustion processes, water in rivers

and also in the wakes of ships, cars and aircrafts. Therefore laminar flows are the

exception. In the transition from laminar to turbulent flows small disturbances cause

instabilities with a fast spreading and the formation of vortices. The instabilities

cannot be damped sufficiently by viscous action any more and turbulent occurs.

A characteristic nondimensional number helps to distinguish between laminar and

turbulent motion. The Reynolds number is defined as the ratio between a character¬

istic velocity u of the flow multiplied with a characteristic length L and the viscosity

Re=— (3.1)
v

Flows with a Reynolds number higher than a critical value are turbulent. In this case

the Reynolds number is high enough to prevent viscous damping from suppressing
fluctuations. To produce turbulent flows an energy supplier is necessary. The most

common form is shear in the main stream. Other forms are buoyancy forces or local

shear due to obstacles.

The irregular behaviour of turbulence requires statistical methods for its description
in practical applications. A deterministic formulation of turbulence would need a

resolution down to the smallest length scales. The strong diffusion of turbulence

within a fluid leads to fast mixing processes and large transfer rates of momentum,

heat and mass. It is the reason for the flow resistance in a tube. Rotation and

vorticity fluctuation are three dimensional problems of turbulence. Turbulence is

strongly dissipative: the kinetic energy contained in the turbulent motions decreases
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in time. Therefore a continuous supply of energy is necessary to sustain turbulent

flows.

The discussion about laminar and turbulent friction by Th.v. Karman has been

published in 1921 [76]. 1925 L. Prandtl reported and discussed the flow resistance

of water in a tube [126]. The influence of the turbulence on the flame propagation
has been studied experimentally and theoretically first by Damköhler in 1940 [45]. A
continuum description is sufficient for most phenomena [168]. A general description
can be found in [148]. In Direct Numerical Simulation, DNS, all turbulent scales

can be resolved. However, a deterministic description like a DNS is very sensitive

on the boundary conditions and its starting conditions. The necessary information

cannot be obtained by experiment or theoretically. On the other hand statistical

methods provide a partial description of the statistical properties of the flow. Model

equations for mean values are derived which include several unknown variables. The

solution of this closure problem needs assumptions. The physical models presently
are far away from completeness. But still they are very helpful and provide good
results in many cases.

Turbulent combustion occurs in many practical devices like gas turbines, furnaces,
boilers, internal combustion engines or rocket engines. Turbulence causes large
fluctuations of mass fractions, temperature and density. In case of too strong effects

of turbulence extinction can occur. The length scales of turbulence have a wide

range: The Kolmogorov length scale characterizes the smallest eddies; the integral
length which can be measured and describes the mean size of the large eddies. The

limit size for the turbulent eddies is given by the characteristic length of the flow

domain. The turbulence scale in comparison to laminar flame thickness characterizes

turbulent flames. Therefore the interaction of chemistry and turbulence plays an

important role in turbulent combustion.

The reason why combustion is kept turbulent in practical devices is that transport
of momentum, species and energy in cross-stream direction is much faster than by
molecular diffusion processes. Therefore a better mixing and an improved transport
of heat and mass can be achieved.

To use the positive effects of turbulence on the combustion system a mathematical

description is important. Even though the system is complex and an exact resolution

of the smallest eddies is limited to a DNS of small computational domains a useful

modeling description for larger domains can be given.

3.1 Favre-averaged Governing Equations

To model turbulent flows a variable ip can be split into an average or mean value

and a time dependent fluctuation

$ = $ + >!) (3.2)

where the mean value can be obtained by integrating the actual values over a time
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step At, named time or Reynolds averaging

1 fAt
ib = lim — / ibdt (3.3)

At should be longer than all correlation times in the turbulent flow (steady state). In

combustion modeling due to high temperature gradients large differences in density
occur. Therefore it is convenient to introduce a density weighted value iß. This

average is called Favre average and it is defined as

* = | (3.4)

It is then possible to express the actual value in terms of the Favre averaged quantity
and a fluctuation iß"

iß = [ß + iß" (3.5)

The relationship between Favre and Reynolds averaged mean values is given by

[ß = $+dL (3.6)
P

With this concept some major quantities like mean pressure and mean enthalpy

may also be expressed in term of Reynolds and Favre averaged quantities. The

mean pressure of a system of N species follows from the ideal gas law

N

p = pfJ2YnRn (3.7)
n=l

where Rn denotes the gas constant of each species n with Rn — R/Wn. The mean

total enthalpy consists of the favre averaged thermal and chemical enthalpy, the

kinetic energy contained in mean motion and the turbulent kinetic energy. It is

defined as

H=~h + ^ + ~k (3.8)

where k represents the turbulent kinetic energy:
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k = pu'X/(2p) (3.9)

and the mean value of the static enthalpy h is given by

h= cpdT (3.10)
Jo

where cp, the specific heat coefficient at constant pressure, is a function of temper¬

ature and composition.

Including the representation of Reynolds and Favre averaged values in the set of

governing equations 2.1-2.11 and introducing eddy viscosity and gradient diffusion

assumptions to represent the Reynolds stress tensor u'[u" and the Reynolds fluxes

u"Y[[, u"h" the Favre averaged governing equations for mass, momentum, species

mass fractions and energy can be written in Cartesian coordinates as

(3.11)
dp
+

dpu3
_ 0

dt dxj

dpûiûj

_

dXj

dp
d

r /dût

dxt

dxj

\
\9xj

dpu%
i

dpüiüj

dP
d

j ( N i düi
i
du3

+ ôf (3-12)
dt dxi dxt dx-j I V dxA dx;

dpYn
,
dpüjYn d \f_ fh\dYn. -

, .

+ —^z—
=

ïït Ä + urhr +w» (3-13)
dt dxn dxj 1 \ Sc4 J dx

d \ (r~r P\\ dpùjH d Ldf pt dh ^
^ ,

dYn\ Alf

(3.14)

with p the mass density, ü; the velocity vector components, P the pressure, A the

thermal conductivity, Prt the turbulent Prandtl number, Sct the turbulent Schmidt

number, Dn the mass diffusivity of species n, Yn the species mass fraction, Con the

chemical production rate, and p and p,t the laminar and turbulent dynamic viscosity,

respectively. The ~ denotes the Favre averaging and - the time averaging. The

Lewis number is assumed to be equal to unity for all species; therefore the mass

diffusivity Dn of species n is assumed to be constant. The Mach number is assumed

to be low which makes it possible to approximate the local mean pressure in the

formula (3.7) for the mean density by the reference pressure.
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3.2 Modeling of the Turbulence

The nonlinearity of the governing equations makes it necessary to model unclosed

terms occuring in the equations. For the correlation of the fluctuations of the velocity
the Boussinesq approximation or eddy viscosity assumption is summarized in the

linear eddy viscosity model (used in 3.1):

(dm du.;\ 2 / dui ~\
,_

.

!"<"' = ""' [w,+ ai)+ s (»m;+pk)fa (3-15)

A transport equation for the turbulent kinetic energy k and its dissipation rate e

are solved within the standard k — e model [73], [89], and the turbulent dynamic

viscosity is obtained from

k2
ßt = Cßpj (3.16)

The turbulent viscosity \it is closed with the k — e model in equation (3.16). For

the fluctuations of the enthalpy and velocity a gradient model is applied. The

same model is used for the fluctuations of the mass fractions. The eddy diffusivity

assumption reads

*^=-£i <3-17>

where Prt denotes the turbulent Prandtl number. And the eddy diffusivity assump¬

tion for the species mass fractions reads

PtdY

The turbulent kinetic energy is defined as the kinetic energy of the fluid due to the

velocity fluctuations (see eq. 3.9). The value for k can be obtained by solving an

additional transport equation for the turbulent kinetic energy

d(pk} d(pûjk) e (f fiA dk

8t +^T =

8ï\{'>+7jaV,>+p*^ê (ai9>

The production of turbulent kinetic energy is modeled by
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Pk = IH
düi dilj

dx3 dxo -I(^ + ^'^
düj

dxj
(3.20)

The dissipation of turbulent energy e in equation (3.19) can be described as

(3.21)

A transport equation for e is solved:

d(ps) d (püje)
_

d

dt dx4 dxj
ß

ßt de

G£ Xj
CeljPk — Ce2p-~-

k k

P
pc (3.22)

The last term in eq. (3.22) is a correction term introduced to predict the correct

spreading rate of a round jet. This term, called Pope correction [120], is given by

Ppc — C£3^-SE
k

The source term in cylindrical coordinates can be written as

(3.23)

Se
dur

dx

ur

r

with the constant C£3 = 0.79.

If not mentioned otherwise the standard values of the constants for the k

have been applied. They are listed in table 3.2.

(3.24)

e model

cß Ce, C£2 Ce3 0~k o-e Prt

0.09 IAA 1.92 0.79 1.0 1.3 0.7

Standard constants for the k — e model

The k — e model has become a widespread tool in research and industrial appli¬
cations. However it has some limitations coming from the assumption of isotropic

turbulence, no capabilities to predict counter-gradient flux and an overprediction of

the spreading rate in jet flows. While anisotropic turbulence plays an important
role in recirculation and swirling configurations in case of jet flows the assumptions
made in the k — e model can be justified. The problem of counter-gradient flux is of

greater relevance to premixed combustion (for a more detailed discussion we refer to

[53], [163]). In our case the application of the correction term in the epsilon-equation
was sufficient to avoid an overprediction of the spreading rate of the flame.
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3.3 Chemical source terni

The mean chemical source term oJn is unclosed. In combustion the heat release rate

is strongly depending on the temperature and the mass fractions of the reactants.

Because of the nonlinearities of the function it is not possible to express the mean

production rate as a function of mean mass fraction and mean temperature: the

mean values can not be put into the Arrhenius equation (2.10) directly.

To illustrate this limitation a series expansion for the mean production rate depend¬

ing on the the mean values and the fluctuations can be written down [16]

-Ù = f%Yj exp(-£/R?){1 + (p'2/p2) + YWHWj)
+ 2(pWri/pYi) + 2(Wj/pYj) (3.25)

+ (E/RT)(YT/P/YiT)(Yr/T1/Yjf) }

where Y and T stand for fluctuation defined in equation 3.2. In general subsequent
terms in the expansion do not get smaller and the series does not converge. This

illustrates the strong effects of turbulence on the source term. Small fluctuations

of temperature and mass fraction can cause large fluctuations of the source term.

Nevertheless the fluctuations of temperature and mass fraction are unknown in a

RANS approach. Therefore terms like Y-Y'- remain unclosed. The conclusion is

that it is not possible to express the averaged source term as a function of averaged

temperature and mass fractions.

Sä^5a(f,Y) (3.26)

where the source term for the molecular production rate Sa is related to the source

term for the mass production rate dia via the molecular weight Sa = ojaWa. This

problem of the highly non-linear averaged source term is a central issue in the mod¬

eling of turbulent combustion. A statistical description with modeling assumptions
is necessary. In the PDF transport method described below the averaging of the

source term is avoided and no closure problem of this sort arises.

3.4 Time scales

In combustion modeling a wide range of turbulent and chemical time scales is in¬

volved. Chemical processes occur on the molecular level. For the turbulent flow

field a characteristic time scale can be defined as the ratio of characteristic length
l0 and the variance of the velocity

rflow
=
~ (3.27)
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For laminar premixed flames a characteristic time for chemical processes can be

described with the ratio of the flame thickness Si and a velocity of the flame front

SL

'chem
St

(3.28)

Taking both characteristic times into account a nondimensional rate of the turbu¬

lent and the chemical time scale can be obtained: the Damköhler number. The

Damköhler number characterizes the kind of combustion ranging from a perfectly
stirred reactor up to wrinkled flames.

Da
Tflo

7~che
(3.29)

For combustion modeling a turbulent time scale is commonly used based on the

ratio of the kinetic energy to its dissipation rate.

Tt = Ct- (3.30)

The constant Ct is usually set to be one.

An illustration of the time spectrum is given in Figure 3.1:

physical time scale;

turbulent mixing

Gasturbines

chemical time scale

reactions

slow processes

NO-formation

middle region

CO-formaCion

past processes

H2 oxidation

radicals

partial equilibrium

Figure 3.1: Physical and chemical time scales in turbulent combustion
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For the chemical time scales of the reactions one can distinguish between fast and

slow processes. Especially in hydrogen combustion most of the chemical reactions

like the oxidation of hydrogen and the formation of radicals are fast processes. The

formation of a pollutant like NO is a slower process which has to be taken into

account in modeling by a post processing for example.

The physical time scales for turbulent mixing are determined by the inlet flow con¬

ditions and the geometry of the device of interest. One can observe that for e.g.

hydrogen combustion the turbulent mixing time scales for practical devices like gas

turbines, industrial- or household burners as well as laboratory configurations are

larger than time scales of fast chemistry. This allows in the combustion modeling
of hydrogen the following simplification of describing the chemistry without losing

important information and the benefit of reduced computational costs: The combus¬

tion of hydrogen can be described in most cases by its chemical equilibrium state,

which corresponds to infinitely fast reactions.

3.4.1 The Eddy Dissipation Combustion Model (EDM)

An example for the use of the turbulent time scale as a rate determining value is

the eddy dissipation model, EDM, introduced by Magnussen [97]. Its usage has

become widespread in industrial applications. The combustion model is based on

the following single step reaction:

fuel + /^oxidizer =$ (1 + rs)products

where rs is the stoichiometric coefficient of the one step reaction. The basic assump¬

tion of this widely used model is fast, irreversible, one-step chemistry. Because of the

fast chemistry assumption, the rate of combustion is determined by the turbulent

mixing process as characterized by the turbulent mixing frequency e/k and by the

limiting ingredient needed for reaction either fuel, or oxidizer or heat. The chemical

source term for the transport equation has then the following form:

ùf =-A p
i min {Yf,^,B-^-} (3.31)'
k \

f
V l + rf(

v >

where A and B are empirical constants. In our case the standard values A = 4 and

B = 0.5 are applied. The product mass fraction Yp is representing the need for heat.

It has the advantage of simple implementation into the Favre averaged governing

equations 3.11-3.14 and low computational costs. In spite of its simplifications
reasonable results can be achieved as will be shown in the next chapter. The model

is limited by its use of mean values within the averaged source term. To overcome

these limitations a stochastic description of the mixture becomes necessary.
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3.5 Statistical Description

3.5.1 General principles

For the description of reacting flows it is necessary to define a set of parameters
which allows an exact specification of the physical and chemical space where the

motion of a fluid and the chemical reaction of the involved species takes place. The

coordinates of this phase space are :

velocity space: (vi,v2, v$)
mass fraction space: (<ßi,.. .

, (ß^)
density: P

Because of the low Mach number assumption density is not an independent coor¬

dinate. For each point in the three-dimensional space at each time it is possible to

specify the velocities Ut for the three possible directions, the mass fractions Yi for

each species and the density p by the values taken in the phase space.

Each coordinate in physical and in thermochemical space is bounded. The limits

for mass fraction, enthalpy, velocity and density are:

< l Wie (l,... ,iV — l)
^ -Umax

< umax Vke (1,2,3)
^ Pmax

Within these limits a complete statistic description of turbulent flows is obtained

by a characteristic functional

M{v1,...,$N,T) = exp {i [(v, U) + ($, Y) + (T, p)]} (3.32)

The characteristic functional is of great theoretical interest and characterizes the

flow, but it is too general to be used in practical calculations. Simpler and more

practical descriptions can be given in terms of one-point distribution function or

the one-point PDF, or even more simply in terms of a few statistical moments only.
Assuming a thermochemical vector $ consisting of a scalars

* = {>i,02,<£3,...,<M (3.33)

A distribution function is defined as:

V(V; x, t) = Prob(^i(aj, t) < ißu <ß2(x, t) < iß2,..., cßa(x, t) < ißa) (3.34)

0 < fa

Hmin < 4>N

U>min ^ ^k

Pmin ^ t
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The equation expresses the probability of a scalar to be within a certain range. In our

case we use a one-point statistic: the information is based on one space coordinate

at a certain time (x, t). This implies unclosed terms. The term could be closed

but only in terms of higher order. In two-point statistic gradients could be solved

because information of neighbour points is taken into account. Therefore it could

be possible that an influence of a local flame structure on the combustion process

in one-point statistics might not be predicted correctly especially by using a Monte

Carlo method for the solution of the system [57]. The derivation of the distribution

function to all directions of thermochemical space defines the probability density

function, PDF

P(tt; x, t) = f7* (3.35)
dißidiß2...dißa

A function based on one variable is called marginal PDF and for two or more vari¬

ables it is named joint PDF. Each PDF has the property to be non-negative and

the integration of the PDF over all directions of thermochemical space yields one

P(tf) > 0 (3.36)
—oo

f P(*)d* = 1 (3.37)

The mean value of each turbulent scalar can be obtained by the integration over

all actual values weighted with the probability density function: The average or

expectation of a statistical quantity or function Q can be defined as

Q($)= /*Q(tf)P(#)dW (3.38)

and for a favre averaged quantity

Q{$)= f Q(y)P{V)dV (3.39)

Although it is difficult to represent the local flame structure within a stochastic de¬

scription reasonable good results have been obtained. The multidimensional system

of governing equations makes it necessary to solve the PDF equations by a Monte

Carlo method.

In thermochemical space the source term for a species n can then be obtained by
the following expression
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UJn =

/»I /»l /"00

/ .../ / con(Yu...,YN,T)P(Yu...,YN,T)dY1...dYNdT (3.40)
Jo Jo Jo

where P(Yi,..., Yjv, T) denotes a one-point joint probability density function of mass

fractions and temperature. For practical applications in turbulent combustion it is

necessary to reduce the number of thermochemical variables. There exist different

approaches and modeling techniques to achieve this reduction. Some of which will

be described here.

3.5.2 Examples

One scalar variable The simplest case is based on a one-dimensional system

represented by the mixture fraction. Each variable is expressed as a function of the

mixture fraction and we need only the one-point PDF of mixture fraction P(Z) to

obtain the Favre averaged species

Ya = [ Ya(Z)P(Z)dZ (3.41)
Jo

Two scalar variables For a more detailed description sometimes a two-dimensional

approach already provides sufficient information about major and minor species. Let

Yh2o and Yn2 be chosen as independent variables with joint PDF F(Yh2o, În2)- The

means can be obtained from

Ya= [ [ YQ(YH2o,rN2)P(YH2o,YN2)dYH2orfYN2 (3.42)
Jo Jo

The determination of a mass fraction is now depending on two mass fractions,

namely for water and nitrogen. This method is called repro-modeling and will be

explained in more detail below.

Five scalar variables For a description of hydro-carbon chemistry including over

50 species and about 500 reactions it is necessary to represent the chemical system by
more variables. We present results computed with a four-step-reduced mechanism

which is described in more detail in section 3.7. In this case the mean values read

Ya= / / / Ya(Z,nGH4,nCo,rkot,riK)P(Z,ncK4,nco,rkot,nH)dZdncH4dncodn

(3.43)

The examples listed above define a class of composition PDFs.
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Other definitions of a PDF include additionally the velocity. They are named

composition-velocity PDF, P(^f, v; x, t). The solution includes the velocity field [43].
A third class of PDF is called composition-dissipation-velocity PDF, P(\fr, v, e; x, t).

They solve an additional PDF-Transport equation for the dissipation of turbulent

energy [167]. Recently a hybrid Finite-Volume/Particle Method has been presented
based on a Finte-Volume code and a joint velocity-composition-frequency PDF which

allows a better numerical accuracy and an acceleration of the computational process

([102], [71]). In the presented work composition PDFs are used.

The concept of conditional probabilities is applied to overcomes the problem of

unclosed terms in a PDF transport equation. The conditional probability "P(A|B)
is defined as the probability that A occurs in case that B occurs. It is given by

P(A\B) = ^p (3-44)

Therefore a conditional PDF of (ßi\(ß2 can be defined as:

«=

W
(3-«)

Unclosed terms can be expressed as an averaged value of an unknown quantity
conditioned on the value of a describing variable. The conditional average can be

written in terms of a conditional PDF:

<Wi,&)|0i = h) = J Wi,&)P(&|02)#i (3-46)

An example for the use of a conditioned PDF is presented in the next section.

3.5.3 The PEUL Combustion Model

PEUL stands for Probabilistic Euler Lagrange. The model uses an Eulerian calcu¬

lation of the flow field, e.g., the convection and the diffusion in combustion with

Lagrangian tracking of a fluid particle to describe the chemical reaction. The PEUL

model provides a PDF for a species mass fraction, namely oxygen, conditioned on

the mixture fraction. The averaged source term then can be calculated from

^o2 =

l

ùo2(Yo2\Z)P(Yo2\Z)dY02 P(Z)dZ (3.47)

The PDF of the mixture fraction P(Z) is represented by a presumed ß - PDF based

on the mixture fraction and its variance. The conditional PDF is represented by a

(5-function described in Eq. (3.52).
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In the Lagrangian description, the development of the mass fraction due to mixing
and chemical reaction is described by

dY% (Yz-Y,) .

-é = — - + u* 3.48
dt rex

The mean mass fraction Yt appearing in (3.48) is obtained from a transport equation
with source term (3.47). A transformation of Eq. (3.48) in mixture fraction space

yields

dYt (Yt-YA+nùj , A s

äi
=

zlz (349)

where Y{ denotes the mass fraction of species i, Z the mixture fraction, l/rt the

exchange frequency where rt is assumed to be proportional to the turbulence time

( ~ describes a Favre-averaged value). In the PEUL model, 02 is taken as species

describing the progress of chemical reaction towards equilibrium. The equation

(3.49) describes the motion of a reacting fluid particle and its mixing process in the

composition space.

Depending on the mixing time rt, three different regions can be defined and de¬

scribed, taking into account the different time scales. For large Damköhler numbers,
where time scales for mixing are large compared with the chemical time scale, chem¬

ical equilibrium exists. All mass fractions Y, are lying on the equilibrium line in the

composition space which is independent of the mean value. With fast mixing and

slow reaction it is a pure mixing process. All mass fractions are lying on straight
lines connecting pure feed streams with mean composition. For the states between

those two limits, the local time scale rt « k/ë will be considered.

Then the development of the mass fraction of oxygen in mixture fraction space is

illustrated in Figure 3.2.

One line is the limiting case of pure mixing where the source term is set to be

zero. The other limitation in mixture fraction is described for fast chemistry. The

chemical source term is then calculated from the flame sheet model which is based on

the chemical equilibrium. The third line lies between those two limits and describes

the finite rate chemistry. In this case the source term in Eq. (3.49) is obtained by
a reduced one-step mechanism for hydrogen combustion. The procedure has been

reported in an internal report by M. Schlatter [133]. A two-step reduced mechanism

is applied for the determination of the oxygen mass fraction on this line [134] .

Which lines are chosen to calculate the source term depends on the averaged mass

fraction Yo2 as a progress variable compared to the mass fraction of the finite rate

chemistry. Only two lines are taken, always including the infinite rate chemistry.
In regions of fast chemistry, which occur at most locations of a hydrogen flame, the

results of the PEUL modeled source term are close to chemical equilibrium. Only
close to the nearfield at the nozzle the distribution differs from equilibrium states
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Figure 3.2: Finite rate chemistry line in mixture fraction space between Burke-

Schumann limit and mixture line for oxygen

[134]. It is a main idea of the model to have the chemistry described as a mixture

of two lines in mixture fraction space.

A general form of the PDF for the PEUL model is presented in equation (3.50)

3 N

(P(ißu ... ,ißN; x,t)) - J2uk J]ô (^ - V?] W>/5 x,*)) (P (ipf, x,t)) (3.50)
k=l i=l

where a delta function has the following characteristic

In the computation of Schlatter [135] a conditional form of the PDF has been used.

The conditional PDF P(Y02\Z) is set at every point to zero except on the three lines

and it can be described as

3

P(Y02|Z) = X>^(Yo2 - Y^(Z)) (3.52)
2=1

where I denotes one of the three lines and a the strength of the 5-PDF.

Burke-Schumann
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The weighting coefficients satisfy

3

Y^ak = l and 0 < ak < 1 k = 1,2,3 (3.53)
fc=i

The values of the weight coefficients a can be found from three conditions:

1. According to the general definition of a PDF the summation over the three a

coefficients is equal to unity.
2. The integration over the three lines of oxygen mass fraction weighted with the

joint PDF P(Yo2, Z) should yield the mean value Yq2.
3. It is assumed physically not realistic that for a given location fast chemistry

and pure mixing occur simultaneously. Therefore one of the probability densities is

always set to zero according to the value of Yo2. Yo2 is determined from transport

equation with source term (3.47).

In summary transport equations are solved for Z, Z"2 and Yo2. P(Z) is a /3-function
and P(Yo2\Z) is the sum of two delta functions with two possibilities: either a linear

combination of infinitely fast chemistry state and finite chemistry state or a linear

combination of finite chemistry state and mixing state. The finite chemistry state is

calculated using auxiliary Lagrangian equations which also depend on the turbulent

time scale. For more details we refer to [134] and [159].

The presentation of the results of the hydrogen jet flame will show that in most

regions of the flame (except for close to the exit of the nozzle), the chemistry is

closer to chemical equilibrium, which determines the use of the finite rate chemistry

together with the fast chemistry. Under these conditions it will be of interest to

compare the PEUL model with the assumption of chemical equilibrium used in the

PDF transport equation.
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3.6 PDF-Transport Equation

3.6.1 Discrete representation of a PDF

A PDF can be associated with a single realization <&a(x, £) of the flow:

P(tt;x,t) = Y[S(cßa(x,t) - ißa) = <J($(x,*) - *) (3.54)
a=l

In the Monte Carlo simulation each particle represents an independent sample and

the PDF associated with the ensemble of N particles is

71=1

The PDF for the system is the expected value of the ensemble PDF (Pjv(*)) = P(^)
for iV > 1. The particle representation of the PDF is used for the integration to

obtain an approximation to the mean quantities of interest:

(QmN = JQ(*)PNmd* (3-56)

The resulting error for the mean value of the ensemble is

(Q)n = (Q) + eQN (3.57)

while the mean of the error disappears, its variance is proportional to the inverse of

the square root of the particles number.

e'QN » TV-1/2 (3.58)

In a more detailed study the numerical accuracy has been studied by Xu and Pope

[172]. A variation of the numbers of particles per cell, the number of cells and

the time step has been performed in order to identify a statistical error ( see eq.

(3.58)), bias ( proportional to N~l) and discretization error (which can be reduced

by time-averaging). A deterministic error reduction with Richardson Extrapolation,

DERRE, has been suggested in the study (see also appendix E).

To describe to inhomogeneous flows with strong fluctuations of density, Favre aver¬

aged means, described in eq. (3.39), are used.
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3.6.2 Derivation and modeling

Transport Equation Starting with a general transport equation for a conserved

scalar

P(*)^f + P^-t: =^ + P(*)*«(*) (3-59)

it is also possible to derive a transport equation for the PDF. The statistical distri¬

bution due to turbulent mixing and chemical reactions in the flow field is described

with a one-point PDF P^i, \&2> •••; x, t) of the thermochemical variables $i,..., $n,
where (\Pj) is a composition variable and ($z) the appropriate variable of the probe

space [121].

Using the general assumption for a PDF given in equation (3.54) and following the

general characteristic of a derivation of the PDF

dP
y^ d(ßa dP

dn -^-f dn ib0
a=l

yv ^_ =

_^^i^_ (3.60)

the operator for the time derivation

ä
= -£^fe (361)

and for the space derivation

dP=_yd^dP
dx% ^—f dxt ißa

a=l

can be combined with the general transport equation of a scalar, eq. (3.59), to derive

a transport equation of a PDF. The description is following Pope and Laxander. For

more details of the derivation we refer to ([90], [121]). A general form of the PDF

transport equation may then be written as [121]

I: +iy-^M{pKp)+jéis°p]= (3-63)

change m time convection molecular diffusion

X

^^r^

a u
" ° r

d$nd<S>

.XH/ l
, a=l ß=l

a p ox, dz.

turbulent convection
turbulent mixing
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where D denotes the diffusion coefficient assumed to be constant and Sa stands for

the mean chemical source term of species a,. The density-weighted form of the PDF

P is chosen because of the strong density fluctuations in a reacting flow.

The most important feature of this equation is that the chemical source term appears

in closed from and does not have to be modelled. However, the term for turbulent

convection and turbulent mixing have to be modelled.

The turbulent convection is modeled by a gradient diffusion model:

<p>«|^*>f>^g (3.64)

The turbulent Schmidt number is assumed to be equal to 0.7. It is the same turbulent

Schmidt numer used in the associated mean scalar equations. The values are based

on the modeling of turbulence and Scy = PrT = 0.7 is commonly recommended for

the use in reacting turbulent flows [74].

The second unclosed term in the PDF transport equation which has to be modeled

is the turbulent mixing [85]

DP d2

{p)^t=~{p)W2{t*P) (3-65)

with the coefficient e$ containing the unclosed term

£» = Dfei$ = *> (3'66)

A first class of models describing the turbulent mixing can be presented in the

following form

run

P{V')P{V")T{y',V",V)dV'dV" -P{V)\ (3.67)

where \P and \?" describe the composition of two neighbouring ensembles before

turbulent mixing and \I/ gives the resulting composition after the mixing process. In

case of a simple Curl model [44] a new mixture is obtained from the combination of

two local ensembles like

*'=*# = ^(tf'-r-tf") (3.68)
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In the modified Curl model the new value of \I/ is obtained by a more general linear

combination ([48], [69], [67], [35]). In general the transition tensor in equation (3.67)

r^f,*)^^/^«
OJ=l

consists of the products of a tensor for each scalar:

(3.69)

T(lß'a, lß\, fa) = G(C)H(lß'a, iß"a, fa) (3.70)

with a function to describe the transition

Warf'aM =

T-77
lß<

- é"c
i>a-^a+ra) (3.71)

and a Heavyside function to determine the range of validity

Hwa,ra,*a) = i^ otherwise

for faG[iß'a,iß»a]
(3.72)

A second common model for turbulent mixing is based on a relaxation process of the

local distribution toward the mean values. It is Dopazo's interaction by exchange
with the mean, IEM, Model [47] (also called LMSE because it is based on a least

mean square estimate).

turb Mix

I Cm d

'2 n *<9*Q tf„ - $„ P (3.73)

where Cm denotes the constant of the mixing model which is set equal to two and

rt stands for the turbulent time scale.

In this work the IEM model and modified Curl particle models have been used as

explained above. These models have some wellknown limitations: Chemical effects

on the mixing are not taken into account, like local extinction. Additionally the

turbulent time scale, used in the model, is taken from the predictions of the turbulent

modeling. Effects of differential diffusion can not be predicted. However in a range
of applications they have delivered good results. They are computationally robust,
easy to implement and computationally not expensive.

More advanced models have been proposed like the binomial sampling model [156],
the binomial Langevin model [157], and the mapping closure mixing model ([38],
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[122]). Besides their improved description of the physics of the mixing process they

are depending on the species ordering and have a higher computational demand

than particle methods.

The Euclidian mapping spanning tree, EMST, model, proposed by Subramamam

and Pope [143] is based on the mapping closure model and fulfills the localness in

composition space. This allows an accurate modeling of the physics of mixing in

nonpremixed turbulent reacting flows. An extension to multiple scalars is possible.

It is noted that it is computationally intensive and it does not satisfy independence

and linearity properties but it predicts good consistency of the results with experi¬

mental data [144].

Time scale The turbulent time scale is calculated by

n = - (3.74)
s

Therefore, the mixing rate is given only by the energy containing scales of the

turbulent field whereas in reality mixing is a multi-scalar process. In addition to the

influence of turbulence, the influence of combustion must also be taken into account

in order to account for the interaction between turbulence and combustion. These

two factors could result in bad predictions.

Applying the introduced models in equation (3.63) the transport equation for the

PDF becomes

dP
_

dP Id
+ u.

dt dx% (p) dx%
""H-W^g

Sct I dx.
+ S + H (3.75)

where % is the operator of turbulent mixing and S the operator of the chemical

source.

The attributes of the turbulent flow field have been described by a standard k — e

turbulence model. The density is calculated by the PDF-equations to close the flow

field model [90].

Chemistry models We can distinguish two cases: only one scalar (mixture frac¬

tion) or more than one scalar. As a first approach calculations have been carried

out for nine species, using the equilibrium assumption for hydrogen combustion.

This implies that only the mixture fraction as the only scalar will be transported
in the transport equations [78], [79]. In case of a one-point mixture fraction PDF

the chemical source term is absent in equations (3.63) and (3.75) because mixture

fraction is a non-reacting scalar Further computations have performed with two

and five scalar PDF. In this case the advantage of the closed form of the source

term in the PDF transport equation is used.
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3.6.3 Solution method

The solution of turbulent reacting flows requires the prediction of the velocity field,
the turbulent field and thermodynamic variables. The classic approach works with

spatial and time discretization of the governing equations according to finite dif¬

ference, finite volume of finite element methods. However, the high dimensionality
and the non-linearity of the differential transport equations for the PDF demand

other solution strategies. For the solution of the PDF-Transport equation a Monte

Carlo method is applied. The composition PDF is represented with an explicit Euler

method. The coupling to the flow field is provided via the density. A finite difference

scheme is used to discretize the differential equations where the PDF is represented

by stochastic particles. Within the Monte Carlo solution algorithm a step wise

modification of the ensemble by the operators of the finite difference scheme and a

random procedure predicts the time dependent development of the PDF. A trans¬

formation of the Cartesian coordinate system into a curved system allows a better

handling of local grid refining.

With the following transformation rules

d__d_
di~ dr

d d£3 d

dxx dx% dÇj

a transformed PDF-Transport equation is obtained.

(3.76)

(3.77)

/ \
dP

_

-u,

^i,Ii_Mfü.
+
/rt\nlr^i_v—<?

+r//p p
dxt d£t

+

(p) dxf dx% d£t \ScT
+ {P) ) l

dxt 0£, 4f Waüa +Z£
a=1

e>4

V 0l °2
o3 J

(3.78)

The time development of the PDF is characterized by four operators Ox appearing
at the right hand side of (3.78)

^ = (Ot + 02 + 03 + 0,)P (3.79)

E.g. the operator for turbulent mixing

04P = U (3.80)
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Following the finite-difference scheme, explicit discretization in time gives

P(tf; £, t + At) = [X+ (d + 02 + 03 + 04)] P(tf ; £, t) + 0(At2) (3.81)

For the convection term an upwind scheme is used

e»t,p = -7c Pk,i-Pk-*,i-b +o(d)

with the convection coefficients

lc
did
UXj / . a / 6

J / Ä,
2,1 2

(Ûi)*,I

and the following rules for the convection

a =+1,& = 0

a = -l,6 = 0

a = 0,6 = +l

a = 0,6 = -1

i = 1, (ùi)Ki > 0

i = 1, (ûi)kii < 0

i = 2, (A;)*.,, > 0

i = 2, (üi)fc, < 0

(3.82)

(3.83)

(3.84)

(3.85)

(3.86)

(3.87)

(3.88)

Diffusion is discretized with a central scheme

OhP = l£Pk+a,i+b - (7d + Id) Pu + TDPk-a,i-b + 0(d2)

and the coefficients for the diffusion

(3.89)

Id

Id

1 1 dt3

(p)xpjdxj)kll

JL_1_Ö^\
.(P)tfdx3)u L

Ft = (P)D)(3*)%L

(rT = (P)D)(x^
dxj

*+f,i+t

k—S. ;_ire
2'1 2

and the following rules

(3.90)

(3.91)

a = +1,& = 0 i = l

a = 0,b=l i = 2
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The factorization of the PDF transport equation gives

P(M>; £, t) = (X + AW,) (X + At03) l[(l + AtO*2>i) fj(l + AWDP^; £, t) + 0(At2
i=l

(3.95)

where £ denotes the vector of the transformed space variables. The PDF can be

represented by an ensemble of N particles located on each node (i,j) of a finite

volume grid (i,j referring to directions in two-dimensional space). Each particle

ensemble $jj contains a vector <& ; m = 1,2,..., a of all the (thermochemical)
variables (fi ,

n = 1,2,..., N which describe the system:

$(i)
_

iJX) JX) Ji)v
.

^i,j —

yfl iY2 t )Y<J )i,3

$(2) / (2) (2) (2)v.

i,j
~

KYI iY2 ) • • ) Y<r )i,3

Particles in the Monte Carlo simulation are selected for the convection with the

following rule. The number of particles is

nc = [[At 1 Tc | N}} (3.96)

where double angular brackets denote the operation of taking the nearest integer, N

the number of particles of the ensemble, At the local time step and % the convection

coefficient (see eq. 3.83). and the selection is done at random without replacement.
The selection of the particles for the diffusion is done like

n+ =[[AtT+A]] (3.97)

n~D =[[AtjDN]] (3.98)

Because the chemical source term appears in closed form a direct computation is

possible. The change in thermochemical space is obtained as

A0W = AtSa(<pW) + 0(At2) (3.99)

for a production rate

-^- = Sa{<p^), a =1,2,..., ex (3.100)
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The particle exchange for turbulent mixing in the case of Curl model is done with

nM = [[AtlMN]} (3.101)

IM = — (3.102)

In the case of IEM model all particles evolve by mixing at every time step.

Boundary conditions

Boundary conditions are defined either by a Dirichlet

P(tf ; x, t) = 5($(x, t) - Woo) (3.103)

or by a von Neumann condition

|~P(*;x,t) = 0 (3.104)

For the jet and piloted flames a Dirichlet condition is assumed at the inlet. There¬

fore a fixed ensemble of particles with the inlet conditions of the flow presents the

inlet boundary. On the symmetry axis as well as on the outlet regions of the com¬

putational domain von Neumann conditions are applied. The realization of the von

Neumann condition is achieved by copying the ensemble at the next grid line par¬

allel to the boundary line at each time step. This implies that boundary line and

neighbour line have the same statistical information.

Time steps

A usual criterion for the determination of numerical stability of convection is the

Courant number

At | 7c |< 1 (3.105)

Which yields the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition

\u\~< CFL (3.106)
i—\Ju

Foi diffusion, the criterion of the Fourier number states
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Atjî<\ (3.107)

The conditions of (3.105, 3.107) define the limits for the time step in the finite-

difference scheme. In case of a steady state solution it is possible to use local time-

steps. It is necessary to avoid a repetition of the selection of particles. A condition

for the time-step in the solution of the PDF transport equation therefore can be

Atmax(| 7c |) + 2Atmax(jD) + At7M < 1 (3.108)

In practice a local time step based on an empirical assumption is then used in the

PDF-computation.

At(£)
K

maxfl ic(i) I) + 2max(TD(£)) + 7m(£)
(3.109)

where £ denotes the location vector in the transformed space. A further reduction

of the local time step can be achieved with k, < 1. An example for the distribution

of the local time steps for a PDF computation of a hydrogen jet flame (results of

the computation are presented in chapter 4) is shown in Figure 3.3

PDF - local time step

r/Ft ,H
Fuel L ' X/Dc ,[-]

Fuel
L '

Figure 3.3: Local time steps for the Monte Carlo

flame (the flame is described m chapter 4)

PDF solution of a hydrogen jet
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Hybrid method In the hybrid finite volume / Monte Carlo method the flow

related quantities ü, k and ë are solved using a finite volume code with the mean

density obtained from an ensemble of particles which evolves by a Monte Carlo algo¬
rithm. This hybrid scheme starts with a first guess for the thermochemical variables

assuming delta PDF distributions at every node. To illustrate the development of

the shape of a PDF in figure 3.4 the results for a mixture fraction PDF during 2000

time steps is plotted. These changes are reflecting the statistical fluctuations of the

Monte Carlo solution algorithm and would diminish if a larger number of particles
is used.

development of mixture fraction PDF

number of time steps
o o

Z[-l

Figure 3.4: Time development of PDF-shape in Monte Carlo solution of transport

equation starting with a delta function

One clearly can see the fast relaxation process of the delta peak towards a flat

distribution. Only small fluctuations and changes in the structure of the PDF occur

between 200 and 2000 time steps.
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3.7 Chemistry Modeling

The strong non-linear dependence of the mean chemical source term made the intro¬

duction of sophisticated statistical approaches for turbulent reacting flows necessary.

Because the source term in the PDF transport equation occurs in closed form a the¬

oretical possibility exists to include a detailed description of chemistry like in the

case of laminar combustion. The more detailed chemistry can be included the more

detailed results can be predicted. Detailed chemistry for hydrogen chemistry con¬

sists of about 50 reactions and 10 species and for methane chemistry a set of about

300 reactions and 50 species is proposed [164]. Several mechanisms are available like

CECR [91], GRI 2.11 and GRI 3.0 [26], CEC [165], Leeds [155], and Lindstedt [5].
For detailed studies especially in the laminar case and for the generation of flamelet

libraries they are of great importance. They also serve as a basis for all reduction

techniques applied on them. However in PDF modeling it is not feasible to incor¬

porate directly a detailed mechanism: the number of species is proportional to the

dimension of the PDF. The computational cost including detailed chemistry usually
is deemed to be prohibitive [124]. Therefore a reduction of the detailed chemistry
system is an important topic in modeling turbulent combustion.

According to Vervisch and Veynante [162] three different classes of chemistry mod¬

eling can be addressed. The borderline case of the the opposite side of a detailed

chemistry is the assumption of infinite fast chemistry. This implies that no coupling
between chemistry and turbulence is taken into consideration. For this group the

chemistry can be described with conserved scalar models like chemical equilibrium
based on the mixture fraction. The different time scales have been illustrated in

Figure 3.1.

In the second group the finite rate chemistry models are summarized assuming
a coupling between diffusion and reaction similar to the one observed in laminar

flames. Steady and unsteady laminar flamelet models represent a class of models

where the structure of the reaction zone is taken as an ensemble of locally wrinkled

laminar flame fronts. The laminar structure can be computed directly and stored as

a function of a conserved scalar and a scalar dissipation rate or strain rate including
the effects of mixture fraction or velocity gradients. For more complex flame struc¬

tures additional parameters like reaction progress variable and time are necessary

to include effects of extinction and reignition [53].

The third group includes finite rate chemistry in the frame of one-point statistics.

There a separate treatment of diffusion from reaction is carried out. An exact chem¬

istry could be included theoretically, phenomena of turbulent micro-mixing usually
are treated as independent of effects of chemistry. Even if this assumption that

micromixing is not influenced by chemistry holds, a physically meaningful reduction

of the chemistry and an efficient storaging technique is required to reach practical
solutions. A lot of progress has been achieved in this field via reduced mechanisms

([115], [141], [24], [63], [64]), intrinsic low dimensional manifolds [96], repro-modeling
[151], ISAT [124], and artificial neural networks ([39], [21]). Even flamelet assump¬
tions start to become attractive candidates for modeling chemistry within a PDF

approach ([106], [129], [172]). The development of models for turbulent mixing have
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already been discussed in the previous section. The above described models are used

in PDF transport methods. Other modeling techniques of this third group are based

on presumed shape PDFs or conditional PDFs like conditional moment closure [83],
MIL and PEUL [25], and PDF-generator [129] (similar to the PEUL model: instead

of the assumption of chemical equilibrium the results from a steady laminar flamelet

computation are taken as a third component to describe chemistry).

For further details we refer to Griffiths review paper about several reduced kinetic

models [61]. The chemical approaches used in this work for the description of the

chemistry in the PDF transport equation will be presented in more detail in the

following sections.

M
*(to,
•——-

V ^(t +At)

.•

Y2

Figure 3.5: Reaction path in a two dimensional mixing space

A general reaction progress of a composition <ß(Yi, Y2) of two mass fractions Yi and

Y2 is plotted in Figure 3.5. At time t0 an initial reacting mixture is assumed. The

mixture follows along the trajectory to the final state of chemical equilibrium. An

intermediate state after t0 + At is plotted in between.

3.7.1 Equilibrium Chemistry

As pointed out before fast chemistry is assumed in the approach of chemical equilib¬
rium. Independent of the initial mixture in mixing space it is assumed that chemical

equilibrium is reached before any interactions by turbulence disturb the actual com¬

position: the time At for the mixture to follow the reaction path illustrated in Figure
3.5 is smaller than the turbulent time scale. To compare the effects of equilibrium

chemistry and Burke-Schumann limit (also named flame sheet model) Figure 3.6.b

shows both assumptions in mixture fraction space.

Differences can only be observed around stoichiometry. The flame sheet models

provides no information about radicals like O, H, OH and - in case of methane
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Burke Schumann lines for Y and Y

, , , , , , ,
_ Burke-Schumann line and Chemical Equilibrium

Mixture Fraction Z [-] Mixture Fraction Z [-]

3.6.a Burke-Schumann lines for hydrogen 3.6.b Additionally Chemical Equilibrium
and oxygen around stoichiometry

Figure 3.6: Assumptions for infinite fast chemistry

chemistry - CO and H2 is not available. Note that the mass fractions of radicals

available at chemical equilibrium in most cases are smaller than measurements show

within reaction zones because of the different time scales. The assumption of equi¬
librium chemistry is critical for the use in methane combustion because it neglects
the decoupling of the slower CO chemistry compared to the other reaction paths.
Therefore Bilger and Stârner suggested a constrained equilibrium model for methane

chemistry which combines assumptions of partial equilibrium with a reaction zone

located around the stoichiometric value of mixture fraction [18]. As shown later the

assumption of chemical equilibrium for the use in hydrogen combustion is valid in

most regions of a turbulent flame.

3.7.2 Reduced Mechanism

A reduced mechanism should provide as much information as necessary to describe

a chemical system with a minimum of species and reactions. For the prediction of

major species in most cases only a few global reactions are sufficient while the inclu¬

sion of minor species, CO and NO chemistry demands a larger set of reactions. A

common procedure is to start with quasi-steady state assumptions to generate from

a detailed mechanism a skeletal mechanism. For example the detailed mechanism

of methane includes about 50 species and 300 reactions and the skeletal mechanism

contains 35 elementary reactions for 15 reacting species [131]. The C2 and C3 chem¬

istry is neglected in this case. Further reduction can be obtained with the help
of steady state and partial equilibrium assumptions. The technique also requires
a sound knowledge of the chemistry and some intuition. A more algebraic based

method for the reduction of mechanisms is the Computational Singular Perturbation

method, CSP, by Lam and Goussis [88], which to the best of our knowledge has not
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been used in turbulent combustion yet. We have the four step reduced mechanism

of Rogg [131] which is similar to the one of Peters and Kee [114]. Based on eight

species, namely

{CH4,02, H2, H, CO, C02, H20, N2} (3.110)

a reduced mechanism has been derived with four global chemical reactions.

CH4 + 2H + H20 = CO + 4H2 (3.111)
CO + H20 = C02 + H2 (3.112)

H + H + M = H2 + M (3.113)

02 + 3H2 = 2H + 2H20 (3.114)

Further conservation relations (conservation of element mass fractions - see eq.

3.120-3.124) allow for a reduction down to a five dimensional system to describe

the chemistry

{Z,nCn4 ,nCo,ntot,nH} (3.115)

where Z denotes the mixture fraction and nz the mass concentration of the species

i which is defined as n% = Yl/Wl. The physically allowed domain in this five dimen¬

sional space can be described as follows. It is possible - starting with the mixture

fraction - to express the allowed range in a hierarchical way:

range of nCH4 = ncH4 (Z) (3.116)

range of nCo = ^co(nCH4(^)) (3.117)

range of ntot = nm(nco(ch4(Z))) (3.118)

range of nH = nH(ntot(reCo(cH4 (£")))) (3.119)

This allows to develop a tabulation scheme for the reaction rates of the four-step
mechanism. In Figure 3.7 the idea of the tabulation scheme is illustrated.
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Tabulation of 4-step mechanism for Methane combustion

based on Z, n_CF4, n_CO, n_tot, n_H

Figure 3.7: Tabulation scheme for reduced mechanism for methane combustion based

on five scalars [37]

To reduce the number of data to be stored, minimum and maximum values allowed

are taken into account. The range in between is divided into several steps and to read

out data from the table additionally an interpolation scheme is applied [37]. The

following relations are essentially. They are based on the conservation of elements.

Element conservation of H atoms gives

4nCH4 + 2nH2 + 2nH2o + nH =

AZ

W,
(3.120)

CH4

element conservation of O atoms gives

2n0„ + nco + 2nCo, + «-h2o =
2^(1 - Z)

(3.121)

element conservation of C atoms gives

hch4 + nco + nco.

and element conservation of N atoms gives

Z

WCH4
(3.122)

nN2

1-Z

(WN2+Wo2)
(3.123)
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Conservation of total conservation mass concentration is given by

n = nGH4 + n2 + nÖ2 + nRo_0 + nH2 + nH + nco + nCo2 (3.124)

Using these relations the minimum and maximum values on the table axes can then

be determined.

3.8 The Repro-Model

3.8.1 Description

The repro-modeling method starts with many simulations of a time-consuming
model in such a way that the results cover the whole range of applicability of the

model. Simulation results are stored in a database and fitted with appropriate
functions. These empirical functions can be evaluated quickly and can replace the

original model in further calculations. A typical situation is when the repro-model
is used many times as a compartment of a more complex model. A possible example
is when the framework model is a CFD code and the frequently used box calculates

the changes of concentrations due to the chemical reactions.

In the calculations, a repro-model that describes the chemical kinetics of hydrogen
combustion was used. Production of this repromodel was described in detail in the

paper of Biiki et al. [29]. The starting detailed mechanism contains 9 species and

46 reactions. This is a subset of the Leeds Methane Oxidation Mechanism. This

hydrogen oxidation mechanism was tested against experimental data and very good

agreement was found [68], [155] .
It has been shown that the combustion of hydrogen

can be described by a single reaction progress variable, if the enthalpy of the mixture

and the fuel-to-air ratio are kept fixed [51] .
Adiabatic combustion of hydrogen-air

mixtures can then be described by two variables, the reaction progress variable and

the fuel-to-air ratio. As a first step of the generation of the repromodel, a database

was created from the time history of concentration changes for a series of combustible

mixtures from $ = 0.5 to $ = 6.0. Outside this $ range the combustion of hydrogen
is very slow and in turbulent flames mixing has a much higher influence on the

concentration changes. The data collected are close to a two-dimensional manifold

[29] and therefore can be fitted by two-variable splines using the method of Dierckx

[46]. Thus, concentrations of all species, temperature, and the change of the reaction

progress variable, H20 mass fraction, during a given time-step were described by
two-variable splines as a function of the local mass fractions of H20 and N2. It has

been shown [29] that the fit is very accurate (usually within 1%) for all the above

data, including radical concentrations. In the calculations two different time steps

(Ati = 10~4s and At2 = 10~5s) were used. These were selected in accordance with

the requirements of the PDF code. For validating the predictions of the repro-model,
calculations with a perfectly stirred reactor have been performed and compared with

the results of detailed calculations. Results of the two calculations were in good
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agreement. In another series of calculations, homogeneous explosions were studied

and time development of temperature, density, species mass concentrations for H2,

02, H202, H, 0, OH and H02 were calculated and again a very good agreement

was found with detailed chemistry calculations. As an example in Fig. 3.13 the

time development of the fuel hydrogen and OH is plotted for an arbitrarily chosen

starting condition of water and nitrogen. The curve for the detailed calculation is

practically identical with the one of repro-modeling. These checkings indicated that

the repro-model could be successfully used also in turbulent combustion calculations.

The repro-modeling treatment allows the application of the PDF method with two

dimensions only and the mean values for the species are calculated from

l l

Yn = j j Yn(YE2o,YN2)P(YE20, Yx2)dYn20dYN2 (3.125)

o o

where Yn is the Favre averaged mass fraction of species n.

The construction of a two-parameter fit goes as follows: The action of the ordinary
differential equations for the chemical kinetics by a system of differential equations

can be written in a general form

Y(t + At)=F(Y(t),p) (3.126)

where Y is a vector for the system variables, F stands for an algebraic expression
that produces the new value of the system variables after a time step At and p

characterizes a parametric vector. A scalar product of spline functions (ßj and (ßk is

given by

n

(<ßj, cßk) = YJWjYj(^i)cßk(xi) (3.127)
i=l

where x* = (x\,x2, ...,xlm),i = l,...,n denotes a set of data, (ßj,j = 1,...,/ a set

of scalar-valued functions of an m-vector and Wj, i = 1,..., n non-negative weights.
The functions (ßj and (ßk are said to be orthonormal if the scalar product (3.127) is

equal to zero for j ^ k and 1 for j = k. Any function G can be approximated using
an orthonormal set of functions <pj,j = 1,..., I by an orthonormal Fourier expansion

i

F = £(G,^)& (3.128)
j=i

For the construction of the function F only the significant members of the summation

are considered. Only the weighting factors of the functions have to be stored. More
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details can be found in [149]. In repro-modeling for hydrogen combustion a two-

dimensional space is parametrized by the mass fractions of nitrogen and water.

Based on (Yh2o and ^n2 an the other species are reconstructed. The input to the

model therefore are the parameters

Pi = YJl2o,p2 = YtN2 (3.129)

The output delivered by the model are approximations of (Ys_2, Yo2, ^202 > ^h, Yç,,

Foh, ^ho2)) T and AyH2o- Nitrogen is assumed to be inert. To validate the model

a perfectly stirred reactor is used.

3.8.2 Repro-modeling in a PSR

In this section the repro-modeling approach is illustrated and validated by appli¬

cation in the case of a perfectly stirred reactor (PSR). A scheme of the reactor is

shown in Figure 3.8.

Reactants

m

heating/cooling

Q

T

X

V

heating/cooling

Products
m

Yk

*k

Figure 3.8: Scheme of a Perfectly Stirred Reactor

The reactor is characterized by inflow of reactants, outflow of products, heat transfer

rate and mean residence time. The composition inside the reactor is uniform. The
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change in concentration of species i starting from Y? is given by (in the PSR no

transport terms arise)

m(Yk - Yk*) - ùkWkV = 0

The energy conversion is described as

K

mJ2(Ykhk-Yk*hk*)+Q = 0

fc=i

The following Figures show the behaviour of hydrogen, oxygen, OH-radicals and

temperature for a mixture in a PSR in dependence of mean residence time.

Figure 3.9: Hydrogen and OH mass fraction over residence time in a PSR for specific
starting condition: (-) detailed mechanism and (x) repro-fit

The results for the PSR obtained using Chemkin [78] with a detailed chemistry
description have been compared to the results using a repro-modeling for the de¬

scription of chemistry.
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Figure 3.10: Oxygen mass fraction over residence time in a PSR for specific starting

condition: (-) detailed mechanism and (x) repro-fit

When the residence time is larger than 0.5ms full conversion takes place which

clearly can be seen by the consume of hydrogen and oxygen. The formation of OH-

radicals, first sign of ignition, starts earlier. Temperature is rising from a starting
level at about 900 Kelvin to a value of about 1700 Kelvin.
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Figure 3.11: OH mass fraction over residence time in a PSR for specific starting
condition: (-) detailed mechanism and (x) repro-fit

The repro-model gives an excellent prediction of the chemical reaction.
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Figure 3.12: Temperature development over residence time in a PSR for specific

starting condition: (-) detailed mechanism and (x) repro-fit
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Figure 3.13: 1h2 together with Yoh over residence time with a starting mixture of

Yh2o = 0.0754 and Y$2 = 0.723 ;(- -) detailed computation, (-) Repro-Fit

3.9 Other models

Other chemical approaches directly related to PDF transport modeling will be dis¬

cussed briefly in this section. Since some of the ideas used in repro modeling are

similar to the modeling strategies of the Intrinsic Low Dimensional Manifold method,
ILDM [96], they are presented in more detail. Also the method of In situ adaptive

tabulation, ISAT [124], will be summarized.

Using a similar illustration as Figure 3.5 reaction paths are following trajectories in

mass fraction space. The different time scales allow to divide into fast paths which

relax down quickly to slower processes or to chemical equilibrium and trajectories
of slow chemistry. This is shown in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: Trajectories in mass fraction space for ILDM (projection on two-

dimensional space; dashed line: fast path, solid line: slow path)

The slow processes can be identified to be on low dimensional manifolds which allows

a decoupling of the slow and fast processes. Starting with a system of coupled
differential equations for the chemistry a perturbation analysis has to be performed
to determine the characteristic directions of the reaction paths and the local time

scales. This allows the mathematical formulation of a time dependent local Jacobian

Matrix for the non-linear trajectories.

A chemical reacting system can be completely described with a number of ns vari¬

ables according to the number of species and two state variables. For example a

state vector iß under isothermal and isobar conditions reads

V> = (T,P,Yl,Y2,--- ,

\T (3.130)

where T is temperature, p is pressure, ^ = (pYt)/Wi,i = 1, ...,n are concentrations

and (...)T a line vector. Summarizing the governing equations in a vector

£-'<« (3.13L

it is possible to formulate a local Jakobi-matrix for each point in the thermochemical

space

F,i,

/dFi dFx

dtbi dib2
ah ah

dipi dtp2

dFn

dFn

dip2
\

9Fn

\di>i

8F\

ah
\

(3.132)

dFn J
dip„/

An eigenvalue analysis of the Jacobian matrix and a projection onto the space asso¬

ciated with the least negative eigenvalues then provides the intrinsic low dimensional
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manifolds of the system where also the points of chemical equilibrium are identified.

In case of methane combustion a three dimensional description based on the mix¬

ture fraction and the mass fractions of water and carbon dioxide as reaction progress

variables allows the tabulation of the data based on a grid with local refinement for

the look-up process (for example see [50], [138]). The advantage of the method is

that only a detailed mechanism and the degree of freedom has to be determined as

input parameter of the model where the degree of freedom has to be in correlation

with the dimension of the slow manifolds. However it could be that some initial

conditions of the mixture are located outside of the ILDM system. Instead of a

tabulation based on a grid and an interpolation scheme for the look-up process an

improvement could be achieved by a combination of ILDM with repro modeling.
The data set to create the fit functions of the repro model would then be based on

the low dimensional manifolds. Only the coefficients of the fit functions have to be

stored.

The method of In Site Adaptive Tabulation, ISAT, strongly improves the capabilities

of handling large reduced mechanisms [124] It could also be adapted to other reduc¬

tion techniques like artificial neural network [33]. The procedure to create a reduced

mechanism follows the strategy explained in the above section. For a system of 16

species and 41 reactions the reaction rates and integration in the multi-dimensional

mixture space is provided only in the local region of the actual reaction process. It

is not necessary to solve the system of coupled ODEs for the whole mixture space.

Once a region has been computed it is stored in a tabulation system and looked up

depending on further needs. A speed-up of about 1000 compared to a full integration

of the chemical system and a reduced storage requirement is achieved.



Chapter 4

Comparative Study of Modeling a

H2 Jet Flame

For model validation a nonpremixed turbulent hydrogen jet flame has been chosen

as test case. The flow configuration is a pure hydrogen jet with an air coflow

investigated by Barlow [6] and Flury [55]. The operating data of the flame are

explained in the next section.

Air

Figure 4.1: Turbulent Nonpremixed Hydrogen Jet Flame, leftside: Contour plot of

predictions with temperatures from 297 to 2396 Kelvin, right side: Scheme of the

nozzle for the jetflame. The inner diameter is D = 3.75 mm [6]

The hydrogen jet flame serves as a target flame of an international workshop [10].
The flame is an attractive candidate for a detailed study because it has well defined

boundary conditions, measured data of velocity, temperature, major and minor

species, high Reynolds number and a visible flame length smaller than one meter.

The objective of this work is to compare different turbulent combustion models for

hydrogen in order to investigate their predictive capability. Therefore all models in
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this chapter are applied to the calculation of the well-defined test-case.

In Figure 4.1 an example temperature contour plot of the hydrogen jet flame is pre¬

sented [Monte Carlo PDF transport computation with chemical equilibrium model].

4.1 Overview of the experiment

The experimental setup consists of a vertical burning hydrogen jet with an exactly
defined coaxial air stream as shown in Fig. 4.1 The experiments have been performed

by Barlow [7] for the temperature and the species concentrations and by Flury [56]
for the flow field. The inner diameter of the tube is 3.75 mm, the outer is 4.8 mm.

The air velocity has been fixed at 1 m/s for all measurements. The Reynolds number

for the flame is 10000 with 100% hydrogen in the fuel-jet. Operating data are listed

in Table 4.1.

Inlet diameter D 3.75 mm

Wall thickness 0.55 mm

Mean inlet velocity uq 296 m/s
Density p 0.082 kg/m3
Kinematic viscosity v 1.097 x 10~4 m2/s
Reynoldsnumber Re 10000

Mass flow m 0.268 x 10~4 kg/s
Prandtl number Pr 0.697

Coflow velocity uœ 1 m/s
Surrounding temperature T^ 25 °C

Stoichiometric mixture fraction Zst 0.0283

Table 4.1: Operating data for the pure hydrogen flame [55]

The confinement of the flame is a hexagonal wind channel with a diameter of 0.6

m and the length of 2 m. Two walls of glass allow optical access to the flame. The

design of the wind channel in the experimental setup of [7] and [56] differs only

slightly with no influence on the experiment. Combined laser doppler anemometry

(LDA) and coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) measurements at the

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology showed that the two studies ([7], [56]) are in

very good agreement, which allows usage of the data sets from both experiments

indiscriminately.

The flame has a visible flame length of 675 mm.

The boundary condition of the inlet velocity profile is measured by adding particle
tracers to the fuel jet. The geometry allows for good optical access at all flame

levels.

The measurements of the mean and the variance of the velocity have been recorded at

our laboratory with a three-dimensional LDA, using seeding particles in the stream

[56]. Radial profile measurements have been taken at axial distances 1/16 L, 1/8 L,
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Axial

Position

x/L x/D x [mm]
0 0 0

1/16 11 42

1/8 23 84

1/4 45 169

3/8 68 253

1/2 90 338

5/8 113 422

3/4 135 506

1/1 180 675

Table 4.2: Absolute and normalized values where radial profiles are measured. L

denotes the visible flame length

1/4 L, 3/8 L, 1/2 L, 5/8 L, 3/4 L, 1 L, where L denotes the visible flame length.
These axial distances are listed in various forms in Table 4.2. The positions are the

ones used by Barlow [6]. The size of the probe volume is about 80 p m [56]. The

measurements are provided without error bars. Therefore the uncertainties will be

mentioned in the text.

The temperature and species measurements of Barlow [6] have been obtained with

Raman/Rayleigh/laser-induced fluorescence (LIF). Measurements of the tempera¬

ture, the mixture fraction, the species H2, 02, H20, OH, and NO are reported. For

a more detailed description [6], [7], [55], and [135] are recommended.

4.2 Combustion models

The simple geometry allows us to concentrate on the combustion modeling rather

than the flow field. By the choice of an appropriate turbulence model for the velocity,
the predictions for the flow field are in good agreement with experimental data.

In order to obtain a measure of how well the models, like PDF transport, work

in comparison to simpler standard models, an Eddy Dissipation Model was also

employed.

The probabilistic Eulerian Lagrangian (PEUL) model is used in the Lagrange IEM

(Interaction by Exchange with the Mean) concept (see section 3.5.3). The model

was developed by Borghi [25] and applied to methane combustion by Vervisch [159]
and to hydrogen combustion by Schlatter [134]. For the mixture fraction in the

PEUL model an assumed /?-PDF is applied whereas for the reactive species which

occur only on three lines in mixture fraction space, delta functions are used. The

effects of the assumed form of the probability density function (PDF) have been

investigated by Kent and Bilger [81]: Since 1975, the 'standard' way to treat such

flames is to use an assumed PDF of mixture fraction. They found that the form has
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only little effect on the velocity and the conserved scalar mean fields but is more

significant in determining mean temperatures and molecular species compositions,

which is in agreement with our observations. The molecular mixing is modeled with

the interaction by exchange with the mean. A Lagrangian line based on a one-step

mechanism in mixture fraction space, combined either with a line of mixing or with

a line of fast chemistry close to chemical equilibrium, provides the values for the

source term in the species transport equation.

The PDF method used in the calculations is closely related to Pope's [121] and

was described in the previous chapter. In our case first in section 4.4 an equilibrium

assumption is applied for the fast hydrogen chemistry in the Monte Carlo calculation

of the PDF transport equation. All chemical species can be expressed as a function

of the mixture fraction. The density and the chemical species are obtained by

interpolation from look-up tables. The mixing process is also modeled with the

interaction by exchange with the mean model. Next in section 4.5 the PDF method

is used in combination with repro-modeling.

A flamelet model including preferential diffusion could also be interesting for this

type of flows as the model is taking diffusion effects into account, which play an im¬

portant role on the nearfield region. On the other side, in regions further upstream,

it might come to an overprediction of diffusion effects compared to experiment. In

the work of Schlatter and Ferreira flamelet calculations for different strain rates have

been discussed ([134], [53]). In this work the flamelet concept was not included.

The combustion models are applied in conjunction with a sophisticated commercially
available code named CFX-TASCflow, which is used to solve the Navier-Stokes

equations [1]. The code uses a Finite Volume method, based on the Finite Element

approach. In our case the geometry is represented by a rectangle in the vertical plane
of the flame. The standard k — e model was used. The examined flame is a turbulent

nonpremixed diffusion jet flame with inlet conditions of Re = 10000. Whereas

the Eddy Dissipation Model is commonly implemented in commercial codes, the

two probabilistic methods have been combined by our research team with CFX-

TASCflow. The code for the PEUL model is described more in detail in [134]. The

PDF code has been developed as a result of cooperation with the Institute of Applied

Computation, ICA, at Stuttgart University and is described in more detail in [90].

The comparison includes mean values of the temperature and the main species. The

results of this direct comparison of a PEUL with PDF calculations of the hydrogen

jet flame have been published recently [110]. The comparison allows identification

of the advantages and disadvantages of both models as well as their performance

compared to a 'standard' model. Further results on the modeling of hydrogen com¬

bustion can be found in ([70], [140], [36], [34], [87], [32]).
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4.3 Computational domain and boundary condi¬

tions

The computational domain consists of a rectangle extending in axial direction from

0 to 150 mm and in radial direction from 0 to 675 mm. The physical domain of the

computational grid in radial direction is 33 times the radius of the nozzle with 51

nodes (150 mm), and in axial direction, it has the length of the visible flame which

is given by 675 mm with 251 nodes. For the computation of the flow fields for all

three cases a grid with about 40000 nodes is used. Even though the computation

is performed in 2D, the solver for the flow field requires at least three cells in the

third direction, setting periodic boundary conditions at the interfaces. The grid for

the PDF computation has only one cell in the third direction. In the inlet region as

well as toward the centerline, the grid is refined.

The mean inlet velocity of the fuel jet is 296 m/s with an error of ±1.5%. The

Reynolds number of the inlet stream is 10000. Data obtained in [56] for the velocity

and the turbulent kinetic energy profiles measured close to the nozzle exit were

utilized as inlet boundary conditions.
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Figure 4.2: Profiles of u/u0 and k for different dilutions of Helium, 20% (+) and

40 % (0). For the velocity profile: additionally power law with n = 12 (-)

In Figure 4.2.a the inlet profile of the fuel jet is plotted. For a dilution with 20 %

and 40 % Helium measurements are available. A computation of the inlet profile

with a power law for n = 12 is included in the plot as well. The computation have

been performed with the measured profile interpolated for a mean inlet velocity

of u0 = 296 m/s. The measured inlet profile for the turbulent kinetic energy is

presented in Figure 4.2.b. Again measurements have been performed with a 20 %

and 40 % dilution of Helium.

For the dissipation rate s no measurements are available. This rate was estimated

with the formula for the turbulent length scale:
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Turbulent Kinetic Energy at x/L = 1/8 Turbulent Kinetic Energy at x/L = 3/8
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Figure 4.4: Profiles of the turbulent kinetic energy at four different downstream

positions; (-) simulation with EDM; (o) experiment

Only at position x/L = 1/8 for a radial distance between 5 and 10 times RFuei do

the results for the flow field in all three computations give a slightly larger spreading

than experimental data. This points to some difficulties of the turbulence modeling

in handling the steep density gradients in regions of high turbulence. The two

constants for the EDM have been set to A = 4.0 and B = 0.5 according to their

common use in most applications. A variation of the constants has been performed

with only very little difference on the flow field. It could be seen that with the

above values, the model comes closest to experiment. The boundary conditions for

the EDM, PDF and PEUL computation were exactly the same and the grid for the

EDM and the PDF calculation was identical. Only for the PEUL calculation a few

more grid nodes have been incorporated.
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Turbulent Kinetic Energy

Data of turbulent kinetic energy are provided for the inlet boundary condition [56]
presented in section 4.3. They are used as inlet conditions for the calculations. The

turbulence intensity for the air coflow is given within 10 % [56]. In Fig. 4.4.a the

results of the EDM case are presented.

The results for the PEUL and the PDF modeling are very close to these of the EDM.

Close to the center axis at x/L = 1/8, the simulation overpredicts the values for k for

all three models. Modeling of the turbulence in regions with strong density gradients
in the turbulent flow field at high velocities could cause the differences. Preferential

diffusion, which occurs especially in the inlet region, may also influence the kinetic

energy field. None of the models takes these diffusion effects into consideration.

Further downstream the agreement is quite good as shown in Fig. 4.4.b, 4.4.c,
and Fig. 4.4.d (x/L = 1). For this flame the qualitative distribution is predicted
correctly in all profiles. The chosen k — e- model with the Pope round jet correction

leads to a useful modeling of the flow field.

The development of the residuals at different time steps is shown in Figure 4.5.a

and 4.5.b.
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Figure 4.5: Root mean square of the velocity residuals

Figure 4.5.a shows the root mean square of the velocity residuals in all cells versus

the time steps. In the first 250 time steps a strong reduction is obtained. Therefore

a fast convergence of the case can be reached. The further development of the

residuals for the PDF computation can be seen in Figure 4.5.b. It only takes 100

time steps to get the root mean square of the velocity residuals smaller than 10~5.

This corresponds to the observation of the development of the PDF shape shown

in Figure 3.4 where the final distribution is reached fast. Further changes due to

chemistry and mixing do not have much influence on the residuals of the velocity.
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Mixture Fraction Distribution

For the mixture fraction the definition of Bilger is applied [19] (see eq. 2.26) based

on the hydrogen and oxygen element mass fractions. The stoichiometric value of

the mixture fraction is 0.028.
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Figure 4.6: Mixture fraction profiles at four different downstream positions; (-) PDF-

Transport; (-.-) Eddy Dissipation; (- -) PEUL; (()) Exp. Fav. averaged

In Fig. 4.6.a (close to the nozzle exit) all models except for the PDF calculation

slightly underpredict the experimental data at the center axis. All three models

overpredict the mixture fraction between 5 and 10 (r/Rpud) which corresponds to

the behaviour of the flow field in this region and therefore can be attributed to the

modeling of turbulence. Effects of preferential diffusion in the nearfield region of

the nozzle exit may also play a role. The overprediction of the mixture fraction

persists in Fig. 4.6.b and 4.6.c (further downstream) only for the PEUL model

which indicates an influence of the combustion modeling on the mixing process not
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observed in experiment. In Fig. 4.6.d (x/L = 1) the PEUL model is also close to

experimental data, whereas the PDF computation slightly underpredicts the mixture

fraction. The uncertainties of the measurements of the mixture fraction based on

calibration flames are 5.1 %.

For a more detailed insight the mixture fraction and its root mean square (Z"2)ll2
is plotted in Figure 4.7 along the centerline.

Root mean square of Mixture fraction at centerline

4-7.a Mean values of the mixture fraction

at centerline: (-) predictions, based on

PDF computation; (+) measurements

4-7.b Root mean squares of the mixture

fraction at centerline: (-) predictions,
based on PDF computation; (+)

measurements

Figure 4.7: Mixture fraction results from PDF computation

The mixture fraction at the inlet for pure hydrogen starts at one and is going down to

0.5 already after 10 diameters downstream from the nozzle. A very good agreement

between measured and predicted values can be observed. The root mean square for

several radial positions downstream is plotted in Figure 4.8.

The direct computation of the fluctuation is possible for the PDF-Transport equa¬

tion. In other cases it can be obtained from an additional modeled transport equa¬

tion for the variance.

The flow field and the mixture fraction are in very good agreement to each other

The comparison shows generally good agreement of calculated data with experiment
which allows for a more detailed comparison of species and temperature.
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Mean Mixture Fraction and its RMS at x/L = 1/8 Mean Mixture Fraction and its RMS at x/L = 3/8
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Figure 4.8: Predicted mean Mixture Fraction Z (-) and its root mean square values

(- -) at several downstream positions compared to experimental data (+,o)

Time Scales

In turbulent combustion modeling local time scales play an important role [53]. The

smallest scale in turbulence is the Kolmogorov length lk. It is depending on the

turbulent viscosity and the dissipation rate of the turbulent energy [148]

h « (^/e)
1/4

(4.2)

The time scale related to the smallest turbulent structures in the velocity field is the

Kolmogorov time scale. It defines the time for the dissipation of energy compared
to the rotation of a small eddy and is defined as
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TK

I/\l/2

S
(4.3)

Only in DNS the governing equations are solved down to the smallest turbulent

structures. In RANS modeling relevant turbulent time scale is the time scale of the

large eddies:

Tt = Ct~
e

(4.4)

where the constant Ct is set to be one. It roughly corresponds to the integral time

scale 77, defined as

poo

Tl= K(r)dT
Jo

(4.5)

with the Lagrangian auto-correlation coefficient 1Z

K(t) =
u'(t)u'(t + r)

u'(ty
(4.6)

providing the local turbulent time where u'(t) denotes the velocity fluctuation at

time t and r is the time period between the measurement [55].
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integral time 77 (+) from experiment [55]
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In Figure 4.9 the three time scales are plotted along the centerline, namely the

Kolmogorov time tk, the integral time scale 77 from experimental data and the

turbulent time scale rt from the turbulence modeling.

The Kolmogorov is the lower limit and the turbulent time is the upper limit for the

integral time scale. The predicted values are following the trend of the measurement.

Only at the measurement position at x/D = 22.5 close to the nozzle the integral
time is a little bit higher than the turbulent time. This could indicate that the

turbulence at this position within the jet is not fully developed yet. Further details

on the flame structure can be obtained by a study of the species following next.

Mass Fraction of Th2

Concerning the chemistry model both the PDF and the PEUL are using the equilib¬

rium assumption. The difference is in the consideration of an additional Lagrangian
line and a mixing line in the PEUL model. In most of the regions of the hydrogen

combustion the equilibrium line is taken into account since the chemistry is close to

equilibrium. It is not possible to extract only one chemistry assumption out of the

PEUL model - it is a main idea of the model to have the chemistry described as a

mixture of two lines in mixture fraction space.

The behaviour of the Yh2 mass fraction distribution is similar to that of the mixture

fraction.

In Fig. 4.10.a all models, except the PDF calculation, underpredict the maximum

on the center axis and slightly overpredict the experimental data for r/R > 5.

This trend is followed only by the PEUL model in Fig. 4.10.b and 4.10.C (further

downstream). In the PDF calculation of Fig. 4.10.c, half of the available hydrogen

according to the experimental data is already consumed. This may be a result

of equilibrium chemistry leading to a faster reaction in the nearfield of the nozzle

compared to experiment, whereas in the PEUL modeling due to the additional

Lagrangian line, more hydrogen is left over. Note that the mixture fraction for

x/L = 1/2 is slightly overpredicted in the PEUL calculation. The EDM simulation

underpredicts only slightly the experimental hydrogen distribution.

The reason may be related to the behaviour of the model which burns down the

available hydrogen very quickly. In Fig. 4.10.d (x/L = 1), where no fuel is left, all

models correspond to the experiment.
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Figure 4.10: Profiles of the mass fraction ofY#2 at four different downstream posi¬

tions; (-) PDF-Transport;(-.-) Eddy Dissipation; (- -) PEUL; (o) Experiment

Mass Fraction of Y"o2

In Figure 4.11 the Y0i profiles at four different downstream positions are plotted: (-)

PDF-Transport;(-.-) Eddy Dissipation; (- -) PEUL; (o) Experiment. In the plots of

the oxygen radial distribution at the axial position of Fig. 4.11.a (near the bottom

of the flame), all three models predict an oxygen consumption closer to the air side

than the experimental data. The main point for the 02 signal around centerline at

x/L = 1/8 in the experimental data is that the Raman scattering measurement of

02 are subject to crosstalk from H2 rotational Raman scattering and not by any

air mixing into the center of the jet [4]. This crosstalk is strongly temperature

dependent. The data processing includes a correction for the H2-to-02 crosstalk,

but this correction is not perfect. Also, the main analysis by Barlow was done in

mole fractions, which do not accentuate the 02 level as much as mass fractions.
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Note that none of the models take into account effects of preferential diffusion. This

phenomenon together with superequilibrium of OH can be observed in the region

oîx/L = 1/8 [6]. According to the conditional plots for hydrogen and oxygen (Fig.

4.14) non-equilibrium chemistry is dominating in this region. Both phenomena

influence the flame structure, and therefore make correct prediction impossible with

simplified chemistry models. The maximum of the temperature (the temperature

distribution will be discussed in detail subsequently), which is correlated to the flame

front in the experiments is closer to the side where most of the oxygen is already

consumed.
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Figure 4.11: Profiles of the mass fraction ofYo2 at four different downstream posi¬

tions; (-) PDF-Transport;(-.-) Eddy Dissipation; (- -) PEUL; (o) Experiment

The combustion models predict the temperature maximum at the region where

about half of the oxygen is consumed. It can be seen that this region corresponds
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Figure 4.14: Conditional mole fraction profiles of hydrogen and oxygen at four differ¬

ent downstream positions; Figure a) includes additionally the Burke-Schumann-line

for hydrogen (- -). (-) Equilibrium chemistry;(-.-) Eddy Dissipation; (o) Experiment
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Conditional Plots of the Temperature
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Figure 4.15: Conditional profiles of temperature at different downstream positions;

(-) PDF-Transport;(-.-) Eddy Dissipation; (- -) PEUL; (o) Experiment

Figure 4.15 shows conditional temperature Profiles at four different downstream

positions. At x/L=l/8 (Fig, 4.15.a) an underprediction of the temperature can

be observed for the EDM which corresponds to the overprediction of hydrogen and

oxygen in mixture fraction space (Fig. 4.14.a). The assumption of chemical equilib¬
rium at this position, which is applied in the PDF transport as well as to the PEUL

line, leads to a higher maximum in temperature. This indicates the nonequilibrium
behaviour of chemistry in this region. The differences between the two maximum

temperatures are reduced at positions further downstream (Fig. 4.15.b, 4.15.c and

4.15.d). In these regions the EDM is also overpredicting the maximum temperature
between a few up to 50 Kelvin. The differences may be caused by some radiation
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To incorporate the turbulent behaviour into the presentation of data, scatter plots

from single shot measurements can be used. In Figures 4.17 and 4.18 the measured

scatter plot data of temperature and OH radicals together with the results of the

predictions for equilibrium chemistry are plotted.
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Figure 4.17: Scatter plot of OH mass fraction data at several downstream positions

over mixture fraction: experiment (o) and predictions of equilibrium chemistry (-)

The results of the equilibrium chemistry are based on the chosen species for the

hydrogen reaction mechanism. Therefore information about minor species like OH

at chemical equilibrium are available. One clearly can see the maximum of values

obtained around stoichiometry. In Figure 4.17.a the higher predicted mass fractions

for OH in comparison to the equilibrium values indicates the non-equilibrium be¬

haviour of chemistry. In Figures 4.17.b, c, and d experimental data are coming closer

to predicted values. Still the equilibrium chemistry underpredicts the experimental

OH formation.
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In Figure 4.18 the scatter plot data of the temperature are shown for several down¬

stream positions. At the position x/L = 1/8 in Figure 4.18.a most scatter data are

located on the rich side. Experimental data are close to the equilibrium temperature

for all positions in Figure 4.18.a, b, c, and d. Temperatures below the equilibrium

line indicate effects of non-equilibrium. The effect of temperatures above the equi¬

librium curve is believed to result from differential diffusion [6]. At the end of the

visible flame at x/L = 1/1 most values are located at the lean side.

Temperature scatter plot at x/L = 1/8 Temperature scatter plot at x/L = 3/8
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Figure 4.18: Scatter plot of temperature distribution at several downstream positions

over mixture fraction: experiment (o) and predictions of equilibrium chemistry (-)
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A representation of the joint PDF of temperature and mixture fraction, obtained

from scatter plot data of the computation, is given in Figure 4.19.

4-19.a Joint PDF of Temperature and

Mixture Fraction

(x/L = 1/8 and r/R =7)

02

Z

4-19.b Contour plot of joint PDF of

Temperature and Mixture Fraction

(x/L = 1/8 and r/R =7)

4-19.C Joint PDF of Temperature and

Mixture Fraction

(x/L = 3/8 and r/R = 15)

4-19. d Contour plot of joint PDF of

Temperature and Mixture Fraction

(x/L = 3/8 and r/R = 15)

Figure 4.19: Joint PDF of mixture fraction and temperature

Additionally the contours of the PDF are plotted. While the temperature values

in mixture fraction space are following the equilibrium line, the result of the PDF

computation show the different distribution of the probabilities. The PDF at the

chosen point in Figure 4.19.a, b has its maximum around stoichiometry while the

PDF in Figure 4.19.C, d has a maximum on the lean side of the flame showing the

progress of mixing with surrounding air further downstream.
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In Figure 4.20 the joint PDF of hydrogen and oxygen is presented.

4.20.a Joint PDF

X/L = 1/8 and r/R = 7; Z = 0.037

4.20.b Contour Plot of Joint PDF

x/L = 1/8 and r/R = 7

4.20. c Joint PDF

x/L = 3/8 and r/R = 15; Z < 10"4

0 02 0 03

H2

4.20.d Contour Plot of Joint PDF

x/L = 3/8 and r/R = 15

Figure 4.20: Joint PDF of Hydrogen and Oxygen at different positions

The locations of the chosen PDF in Figures 4.20.a, b, c, and d are the same as for the

mixture fraction-temperature PDFs. One clearly can see the maximum in Figure

4.20.a, b is located at minimum values of hydrogen and oxygen. This indicates that

most of the available fuel and oxidizer is already consumed under stoichiometric

conditions. In Figure 4.20.C and d the PDFs are mostly located on the oxygen side.

Almost no hydrogen is available. The probabilities show the characteristics of an

almost pure air stream (Z < 10~4).
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In Figure 4.21 the joint PDF of H20 and mixture fraction is presented.
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4-21.b Contour plot of Joint PDF
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4.20.d Contour plot of Joint PDF
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Figure 4.21: Joint PDF o/H20 and mixture fraction at different locations

The positions are the same as in Figure 4.20.a, b, c, and d in the examples before.

Now it is possible to study the production of water in mixture fraction space. The

distribution of the probabilities is located along the line of chemical equilibrium. For

the location presented in 4.21.a and b the maximum production of water is around

stoichiometry with a shift to the rich side. At the other position, presented in Figure
4.21.C and d the formation of water has its largest probability on the lean side and

also around stoichiometry.
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One-dimensional PDFs of the mixture fraction at different positions are presented
in Figures 4.22.a,b and c. Points with a PDF mixture fraction peak close to stoi¬

chiometry have been chosen.
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Figure 4.22: PDF of the mixture fraction at several downstream positions

At the position of the PDF in Figure 4.22.a a broad distribution around stoichiomet¬

ric mixture fraction extending quite far into the rich side is visible. At the position
of the PDF in Figure 4.22.b a peak around stoichiometry can be observed. The

maximum is located closer to the lean side. The PDF presented in Figure 4.22.C is

located even more at the lean side. And the maximum of the peak is also higher than
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the other two examples, which indicates that many particles of the chosen ensemble

have almost the same mixture fraction: the mixture is already homogeneous.

One-dimensional PDF's of the temperature can be seen in Figure 4.23. The many

peaks in these PDF's are due to the finite number of particles in the ensembles and

have no physical meaning. In analyzing these pictures we look at the main trends.
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Figure 4.23: PDF of the temperature at several downstream positions

In Figure 4.23.a the temperature range between 1600 and 2400 Kelvin has a large
probability. A group of some particles contain temperatures below 1600 Kelvin. The

mixture fraction at this position has the value Z = 0.037 and is located on the rich

side of the stoichiometric line. In Figure 4.23.b an almost homogeneous distribution
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of probability over temperatures between 600 and 2000 Kelvin can be seen. The

point is located on the lean side of the flame with Z = 0.0194. Still a significant
increase occurs around 2000-2200 Kelvin. At the third position, also on the lean side

(Z = 0.0177), presented in Figure 4.23.c, again an almost homogeneous distribution

of temperatures can be observed. Even though the PDF of the mixture fraction

in Figure 4.22 has only a small peak, the PDF for the temperature in Figure 4.23

has a broad distribution between 600 K and 2400 K. This is because the PDF of

the mixture fraction PDF is located between Z — 0 and Z — 0.05 and the peak is

located around stoichiometry. Therefore the whole temperature range is covered by
the mixture fraction.

Including the species NO into the system of species in chemical equilibrium it is

possible to predict NO as a function of mixture fraction. A NO prediction based on

the assumption of chemical equilibrium has limited accuracy because NO formation

is a rather slow process and has lower Damköhler number than other combustion

reactions. In a jet flame there is not enough time for the formation of NO in

chemical equilibrium. Equilibrium values are a magnitude above of the measured

mass fractions. Therefore the formation of NO has been treated with a NO source

term and a transport equation for Y^o [60]. The transport equation has been solved

on the base of a converged solution. The results of this computation are presented
in Figure 4.24. The predictions are close to the experimental data. The source term

has been calculated for each particle separately to account for the fluctuations of

the temperature and the mean source term is obtained from the particle ensemble.

From the Zel'dovich mechanism [174] only the rate determining first reaction of the

nitrogen oxidation has been used. The rate has been doubled to account for the

overall formation of NO in the three reactions of the mechanism.

At the centerline the prediction for NO is lower than the experimental data in Figure

4.24.a, b, and c. At a radial distance of about r/RpUei — 10 the predictions have

a maximum which is not seen in the experiment. For the downstream position at

Figure 4.24.d an overprediction along the whole radius can be observed.
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Figure 4.24: NO mass fraction data at several downstream positions over normalized
radius: experimental data (o) and computation based on NO-source term generation
and transport for NO (-)

A lower value on the centerline at x/L = 1/1 compared to x/L = 1/2 for experimental
data is due to radial mixing of NO. The limitations of the modeling predictions
can be attributed to a reduced mixing in radial direction. The minimum at the
centerline as well as the overpredictions may come from differences in the mixture
fraction predictions. Because of the strong dependency of the NO formation on

temperature and O radical concentration it is obvious that small deviations of the

predicted mixture fraction have large influence on the formation of NO.
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On the other hand the method shows that it is possible with a simple chemistry
model to predict NO formation in a H2 flame within a certain range. For more

details about NO formation we refer to the articles and review papers of Miller and

Bowman [100], Turns ([153], [152]), Hill [65] and Muzio [103].

To improve the predictions of chemical composition a new chemical model, namely

repro-modeling has been investigated for the use with the PDF transport method.

Results are presented in the following section.
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4.5 PDF Simulation of a H2 Jet Flame Using Repro-

Modeling

4.5.1 Set up of the calculation

In this section, PDF-repro simulation results for the turbulent, nonpremixed hydro¬

gen jet flame are presented and compared with experimental data for gas velocity,

mixture fraction, temperature, concentration of species H2, H20 and OH. Finally,

major conclusions that can be drawn from this study are discussed.

The PDF transport equation was discretized and then solved for two thermo-chemical

variables, namely Th2o and ^n2> with a Monte Carlo method. Finite-rate chemistry

is incorporated by the repro-model. The flow field and the turbulence were solved

with CFD code CFX-TASCflow ([90], [1]). Standard submodels were used for the

closure of open terms. For the turbulence modeling a k — e model with round-jet

correction term and the standard constants cß — 0.09, C£\ = 1.44, Cs2 = 1.92,

Ce3 = 0.79, ok = 1.0, oe = 1.3, at = 0.7 were used ([73], [120]), which is a satisfac¬

tory method to treat the turbulence in a jet flow. The turbulent mixing is modeled

with the IEM (Interaction by Exchange with the Mean) model [47]. The constant

in the IEM equation has been set to Cm ~ 2.0. Effects of radiation and preferential
diffusion were not considered.

An initial guess for starting the PDF computation was obtained from an EDM com¬

putation. Within each time step, the turbulence was solved by the hybrid scheme of

the PDF-solver and the CFD-code. Then, discretized terms for convection, diffusion,

chemistry and turbulent mixing from the PDF-transport equation were evaluated.

During the calculations of the stochastic processes by the Monte Carlo method, re¬

laxation of several parameters including temperature was observed. All finite-rate

chemical reactions were described by the repro-model, which has been defined in

section 3.8. Outside the near-field region of the nozzle, the chemistry is very fast

and therefore close to equilibrium. In the non-reacting regions, temperature and lo¬

cal concentrations were calculated by a linear approach based on the local mixture

fraction.

The same grid and boundary conditions as in the previous computation have been

applied. Each node contained 128 particles. The local time step for the PDF

calculations was 10~4s, while a time step of 10_5s was sometimes used for a better

resolution of chemical changes. During the simulation of the flame, the number of

requests for the calculation of the reaction progress in 250 time steps was about

400 million ( 251 * 51 * 128 * 250). The amount of storage used for the spline
coefficients was about 500 kilobyte. The computing time on one processor of an

octane R12000 was about 60 hours which is approximately the same as in case of

tabulated chemistry. Besides the advantage of finite rate chemistry there is still a

potential to reduce the computing time by a factor of ten with a code optimization.

A detailed simulation of the flame was carried out and the results are summarized in

the following Figures .
These plots allow a comparison of the calculated results with

experiments for axial velocity, temperature, major and minor species mass fractions
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as a function of radial distance. Favre averaging was applied for generating mean

values.

The first comparisons focus on the nearfield region close to the nozzle exit at x/L
= 1/8 where non-equilibrium effects have been observed.
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Figure 4.25: Predictions (solid line) and measurements (symbols) of radial profiles
at x/L = 1/8

4.5.2 Results

Velocity, Mixture fraction and Temperature

Figure 4.25.a shows the result of the flow field simulation where the axial velocity
over the normalized radial distance is given at downstream-position x/L = 1/8 (x
denotes the distance from the nozzle exit and L the visible flame length, which is
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given from experiment as L=675 mm; r denotes the radial distance from centerline

and R the radius of the jet nozzle).

At regions further downstream, the flame is close to chemical equilibrium whereas

in the region close to the nozzle exit non-equilibrium chemistry plays an important
role ([6]). The result of simulation of the velocity is in very good agreement with

the experimental data. Therefore the chosen k-e model combined with the round-jet
correction investigated by Pope [121] is sufficient to predict the turbulent flame in

this case.

The radial mixture fraction distribution for the same axial position (x/L = 1/8) is

plotted for the same region in fig. 4.25.b.

Mean Radial N2 Mass Fraction at x/L = 1/8

4-26.a Nitrogen profile 4-26.b Water profile

Mean Radial H2 Mass Fraction at x/L = 1/8 Mean Radial OH Mass Fraction at x/L = 1/8

4-26. c Hydrogen

5 10

r/RFue,H

4.26.d OH profile

Figure 4.26: Predictions (-) and measurements (+) of radial profiles at x/L = 1/8

It is obvious that the maximum of the mixture fraction at the centerline is some¬

what underestimated whereas in the region between r/R=5 and r/R=10 the values
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are slightly overpredicted. The temperature profile for the flame at x/L = 1/8 is

plotted in fig. 4.25.C. The minimum on the center axis is in good agreement with

experimental data. Around the centerline the predicted values are following the ex¬

perimental data whereas the maximum at r/R « 6 is underpredicted. The position

of the maximum corresponds with the experiment.

Even though the predicted and measured value of the mixture fraction corresponds

at r/R = 5 the temperature at the same position is underpredicted. And at center-

line, where the temperature predictions are in agreement with experimental data,
the mixture fraction is underpredicted. The overprediction of the mixture fraction

between r/R = 5 and r/R = 10 does not correspond with the predictions of the tem¬

perature at the same position. The calculations are very sensitive to the values of

nitrogen and water because the}'' serve as a basis for the repro-modeling. This might

help to get a better understanding of the observed behaviour of mixture fraction

and temperature, discussed in the following paragraph.

Nitrogen, Water and Hydrogen

The mass fractions of nitrogen and water are plotted as a function of normalized

radius in figures 4.26.a and 4.26.b. At centerline and between r/R = 0 and r/R =

5 the nitrogen is overpredicted compared to experiment. Between r/R = 5 and

r/R = 10 it is following the increase observed by experiment. For axial positions

r/R > 10 a pure air stream provides a constant value for nitrogen. Nitrogen is

treated as an inert scalar. The PDF transport equation for nitrogen includes no

source term. The overprediction of the nitrogen indicates a stronger diffusion of air

into the region around centerline than it occurs in experiment. A too strong mixing
therefore would cause higher temperatures. On the other hand the predicted water

mass fraction around r/R = 5 is lower than in experiment and coming closer to

experimental data around centerline. The lower values indicate a too slow prediction
of the reaction progress caused either by finite-rate chemistry of the model or by
the local time step and would result in lower temperatures. At centerline the effects

of mixing and chemistry compensate and produce correct temperatures whereas at

r/R = 5 temperature is too low. For positions r/R > 6 the mass fraction of water

is overpredicted. The influence of the predictions of the corresponding values for

hydrogen is shown in 4.26.C Overpredictions and underpredictions of water causes

similar behaviour of the hydrogen compared to experimental data. From this point
of view one can also observe the influence on the mixture fraction which is following
the trends of the hydrogen predictions. Therefore an improvement of the water and

nitrogen profiles should improve also the prediction of other scalars.

It is possible, that the faster diffusion of air towards centerline is due to the IEM

mixing model used. On the other hand the IEM model was working well for the

PDF calculations with chemical equilibrium assumption. Therefore it is not for sure

that better results might be achieved with another mixing model like the Euclidean

Minimum Spanning Tree (EMST) model, even though the EMST model in some

cases can better handle the interaction of mixing and chemistry ([143], [132]). Also

an increase of the turbulent Prandtl could result in a better prediction of mean

mixture fraction radial profiles because there will be less diffusion. Another reason
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might be the neglect of preferential diffusion, which surely plays a role in H2 com¬

bustion. Again the same negligence in case of chemical equilibrium did not cause

large influence. Somehow there could be an unphysical numerical diffusion process

towards the centerline causing the overpredictions of nitrogen.
In the PDF transport equation of the H20 a source term is included. An under-

prediction of water could have the following reasons: an overprediction of diffusion

or convection processes in radial direction away from centerline, leading to higher
values of H20 at positions r/R > 6. These transport processes could either be

caused by physical gradients or unphysical numerical diffusion processes. Another

reason could be an underprediction of the production rate at the flame front. The

production rate is depending on the model predictions and the local turbulent time

scales. Since the predictions of the repro-model for the PSR provide excellent results

compared to detailed chemistry it is unlikely that the model causes the differences

in the turbulent combustion. To indicate the reasons for the under- and overpre¬

dictions of water and nitrogen a detailed parametric study could be helpful. Even

though at some regions at x/L = 1/8 the results are still close to experimental data,
regions further downstream might be influenced by the observed differences.

OH profile

Concentration of radical OH is compared with experimental data in fig. 4.26.d.

The position of maximum corresponds with the experimental data. The predictions
are following experimental data at positions r/R < 5 and again r/R > 8. Around

the position of the maximum at r/R & 6 the OH mass fraction is underpredicted.
Taking into account the underpredictions of water at r/R « 6, the results for OH

are promising and might be improved with a better prediction of water. Effects of

non-equilibrium chemistry in this region play an important role ([6]). In some other

methods, simulation of the concentration of minor species requires the incorporation
of additional variables into the PDF transport equation. An advantage of the present

approach is that the PDF equation uses two transported variables only and all other

concentrations can be computed from simple polynomials.
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4.5.3 Comparison with equilibrium chemistry results

A comparison of results from the mixture fraction based PDF computation and the

PDF results using repro-modeling is now carried out for mixture fraction, tempera¬

ture and some species.

Mean Radial Mixture fraction Z at x/L - 1/8 Mean Radial Mixture fraction Z at x/L = 3/8
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Figure 4.27: Mixture fraction at several downstream positions; equilibrium compu¬

tation (-), repro-modeling (- -), experimental data (o)

In Figure 4.27 the results of the mixture fraction computation are plotted. In case of

repro-modeling the mixture fraction has been computed based on the inert scalar N2

which is carried as a transported scalar. In the case of equilibrium computation the

mixture fraction is obtained directly by the solution of the PDF transport equation.
At downstream positions x/L = 3/8, 1/2 and 1/1 shown in figures 4.27.b, c, and d the

mixture fraction predictions of the repro-modeling are following close experimental
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data. Only at x/L = 1/1 a slight overprediction with some fluctuations can be

observed which may be attributed to the small number of particles.

Figure 4.28 shows results for the distribution of water.

4.28. a x/L = 1/8 4.28.b x/L

'"W-i

4.28. c x/L = 1/2 4.28.d x/L = 1/1

Figure 4.28: H20 at several downstream positions; equilibrium computation (-),
repro-modeling (- -), experimental data (0)

The two-dimensional PDF in repro-modeling is based on water and nitrogen. There¬

fore water is one of the transported scalars. The source term for water is provided
by the repro-model depending on the actual mass fraction of water and nitrogen.
At x/L = 1/8 in Figure 4.28.a the results are following experimental data. The

maximum is underpredicted. At the positions x/L = 3/8 and x/L = 1/2 in Fig.
4.28.b and 4.28.C the predictions are very close to experiment. Only at x/L = 1/2
for positions > Vir/R water is overpredicted. At both positions x/L = 3/8 and x/L
= 1/2 a better solution than in case of chemical equilibrium is achieved. Further
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downstream in Figure 4.28.d at x/L = 1/1 an overprediction with strong fluctua¬

tions of water can be seen which causes errors in temperature prediction (see figure
4.30.d). This may indicate that the number of particles is too small or the solution

at this region is not fully converged.

Figure 4.29 presents the distributions of nitrogen in the flame.
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Figure 4.29: N2 at several downstream positions; equilibrium computation (-), repro-

modeling (- -), experimental data (o)

Nitrogen is the second scalar of the two-dimensional system of thermochemical vari¬

ables. Therefore the results are based directly on the solution of the PDF-Transport
equation for nitrogen. Here N2 is considered to be inert. Overpredictions around

the centerline of nitrogen in Figure 4.29.a at x/L = 1/8 can be observed for both

PDF computations - they are higher in case of repro-modeling. For all regions
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further downstream in Figure 4.29.b, c, and d, x/L = 3/8, 1/2, and 1/1, the pre¬
dictions of both PDF computations are in exact agreement with the experimental
data. This shows the correct transport and distribution of the scalar in the flame

regime. Therefore the overprediction of the temperature at x/L = 1/1 depends on

the wrong water prediction only.

The radial profiles of the mean temperature are presented in Figure 4.30.
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Figure 4.30: Temperature at several downstream positions; equilibrium computation
(-), repro-modeling (- -), experimental data (o)

At the inlet region x/L = 1/8 the maximum of temperature is close to experimental
measurements for the equilibrium model prediction whereas the maximum of the

repro-modeling is underpredicted. In case of chemical equilibrium the location of the

maximum is shifted towards the lean side. Close to the centerline between r/R = 1

and r/R = 3 both predictions are following the experimental data very closely. In
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the regions further downstream at x/L = 3/8 and 1/2, shown in Figures 4.30.b,
and 4.30.C the temperature predictions are close to experimental data especially at

position x/L = 3/8. The behaviour of the temperature lines along the whole flame is

very similar to the predictions of the water. Therefore at x/L = 1/1 also the strong
fluctuations could be observed and the temperature is overpredicted compared to

experiment. This corresponds to the overprediction of water at the same position.

Figure 4.31 shows the predictions for hydrogen in the flame.
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Figure 4.31: H2 at several downstream positions; equilibrium computation (-), repro-

modeling (- -), experimental data (0)

Hydrogen is determined within the PDF computation based on the mass fraction

of water and nitrogen. In Figure 4.31.a the predicted fuel mass fraction has its

maximum below experimental data on the centerline and is overpredicted for r/R >

5. The equilibrium model PDF predicts the correct maximum and has only little
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overprediction of hydrogen for r/R > 5. Further downstream at x/L = 3/8 in Figure
4.31.b the predictions are following closely the experimental data while at x/L =

1/2 in Fig. 4.31.C an overprediction of the fuel compared to experiment can be seen.

Only at some radial positions the consumption of fuel is according to experiment.
At the end of the visible flame in figure 4.31.d all fuel is consumed which is predicted
correctly in both models. An improved prediction of nitrogen and water could lead

to a better calculation of the H2 mass fraction as well.
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Figure 4.32: OH radicals at several downstream positions; repro-modeling (-), ex¬

perimental data (+)

In Figure 4.32 the results for the OH mass fraction are shown. In general the OH

radical is consumed very fast and indicates the ongoing reaction. OH is included

in repro-modeling as a species of the hydrogen oxidation. The advantage of the

predictions of OH radical based on a detailed mechanism is the possibility to take
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into account fast and slow chemical time scales which is not possible in equilibrium

chemistry. In Figure 4.32.a at position x/L = 1/8 the predictions are following the

experimental data. The location of the maximum of the experiment is closer to

centerline. In Figures 4.32.b and c at x/L = 3/8 and 1/2 the predicted maximum

location corresponds with experiment. The absolute predicted values of OH mass

fraction at x/L = 3/8 and x/L = 1/2 are in the range of the experiment. The

values around centerline are somewhat overpredicted at x/L = 1/2. At the end of

the visible flame in Figure 4.32.d a small amount of OH is measured in experiment
while in the predictions OH is below 10 ppm. At present a reacting mixture is

assumed for regions with 0.65 < Y^2 < 0.74 which corresponds to local equivalence
ratios from (f> = 5 to 4> = 0.4. In Figure 4.29.d the values of N2 indicate a post

flame region. Therefore a Burke-Schumann solution provides the corresponding
values of hydrogen and temperature and no OH is assumed to occur at x/L = 1/1
even though a chemical equilibrium at high temperatures would allow the existence

of OH. In our case of a hydrogen jet flames these effects are not as relevant as

in internal combustion engines. It would be possible to include a post processing
based on chemical equilibrium chemistry or flamelet libraries to include predictions
of OH in a post flame region. An improved prediction of H20 at x/L = 1/8 might
influence and improve the OH predictions at x/L = 1/8 and further downstream in

the reacting zones.



Chapter 5

Piloted CH4/Air Flame - Results

and Discussion

5.1 Numerical Simulation of a Piloted CHzi/Air
Flame

In this section results of the numerical simulation of a piloted Methane/Air Flame

(see Fig. 5.1) using the Finite Volume - Monte Carlo-PDF Code will be presented.
The turbulent flame is part of the research subjects of the international workshop

on measurement and computation of turbulent nonpremixed flames. Temperature

and species measurements for a set of six flames of the same type with different inlet

velocities have been carried out by Barlow et al. [12]. Velocity profiles have been

provided by Hassel et al. [8].

Methane/Air jet

Air coflow T

_i
,

1 IAir coflow

Figure 5.1: Scheme of the piloted Methane/Air Flame, Sandia Flame D [12]

The different types of flames rank from low Reynolds number flames in the laminar

regime (Re = 1100, Sandia flame A [12]) to turbulent flames with high Reynolds
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numbers close to extinction (Re = 44800, Sandia flame F [12]). For the computation
flame D has been chosen with a Reynolds number of 22400 and small probability
of local extinction. The motivation for carrying out the simulation is to validate

the code for methane combustion and to study the partially premixed nature of

the methane/air flame. Such calculations can help in the further development of

the existing model in order to predict partially premixed turbulent flames. The

results were obtained with a hybrid solution: for the flow field with RANS and

turbulence modeling and the thermo chemical variables are solved with the Eulerian

composition PDF described in chapter 3.

The geometry of the inlets is shown in Figure 5.1. It is the Masri-Bilger geometry
with the geometry parameters and operating data listed in Table 5.1. The burner

has a nozzle of d = 7.2mm and the pilot extends to a diameter of D = 18.2mm.

The inlet fuel jet consists of 25 % CH4 and 75 % air by volume. The dilution of

fuel with air reduces the problem of fluorescence interference from soot precursors.

It also reduces the flame length and a stable burning flame is obtained even at

high Reynolds numbers. The composition of the pilot has a nominal enthalpy and

equilibrium composition of methane/air at an equivalence ratio of <p = 0.77.

Main jet inner diameter d 7.2 mm

Wall thickness 0.25 mm

Pilot annulus inner diameter 7.7 mm

Pilot annulus outer diameter D 18.2 mm

wall thickness 0.35 mm

Burner outer wall diameter 18.9 mm

Wind tunnel exit 30 cm by 30 cm

Main jet

Velocity Ubuik 49.6 ± 2 m/s
Temperature 294 K

Pressure 0.993 atm

Kinematic viscosity v 1.58 x IO"5 m2/s
Reynoldsnumber Re 22400

Pilot jet

Equivalence ratio <p 0.77

Mixture Fraction Fh,c 0.27

Temperature 1880 K

Density 0.1830 kg/m3
Coflow

Coflow velocity Ucfi 0.9 ± 0.05 m/s
Temperature 291 K

Pressure 0.993 atm

Stoichiometric mixture fraction Fst0iC 0.351

Visible Flame Length Lvis 67d (48 cm)

Table 5.1: Operating data for the Methane/Air flame (Sandia flame D) [12]
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Raman and LIF measurements of temperature, mixture fraction, major and minor

species are available at the centerline and radial profiles at several downstream

positions listed in Table 5.2. The mixture fraction is defined following Bilger [19] to

account for effects of differential diffusion in the flame. Its stoichiometric value is

F = 0.351 and the stoichiometric flame length is ~ 47d.

Number of

Diameters

x/d x [mm]
1 7.2

2 14.4

3 21.6

7.5 54

15 108

30 216

45 324

60 432

75 540

Table 5.2: Axial positions of measurement locations. Nozzle inner diameter d = 7.2

mm, visible flame length: Lms = 480 mm

The boundary conditions have been defined according to the documentation [9]. For

the inlet of the flow field a fit of the measured mean velocity profile has been used

instead of a power law. In Figure 5.2 the measured and interpolated velocity inlet

profiles are plotted.

FLAME-D Normalized inlet axial velocity profiles FLAME-D Normalized inlet axial velocity profiles
t 1 i 1 1 1 1 r

5.2.a Methane/Air inlet 5.2.b fuel, pilot and coflow inlet

Figure 5.2: Inlet Profiles. Measured points (+) and interpolation (-); in addition for
the fuel inlet a l/7th power law (- -) is plotted
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For the computation the standard k — e model with constants according to Launder

[89] and Pope-correction [120] has been applied first. To improve the agreement of

the flow field at the radial velocity profile at x/d = 45 the proportionality factor for

the turbulent viscosity Cß was set to Cß = 0.11 instead of 0.09. The inlet profile
for the turbulent kinetic energy k has been obtained from the measured profile for

u'/U0 which is plotted in Figure 5.3

Flame D exit profile of u /U

0 14i——i 1 1 —| 1 1— 1 1——t

+

0 12 -

r/dF„„H

Figure 5.3: Profile for v!/U0 at the nozzle inlet: (x) measurements (-) fit for com¬

putations

No measurements for the dissipation rate e were available. Therefore the rate was

estimated with e = k3/2/L£. For the integral length scale Le the inner radius of the

nozzle was used.

FLAME-D Axial velocity profile, xd = 45

r/dFu„|H

Figure 5.4: Radial velocity profile at x/d = 45: predictions (-) and experimental data

(o)

In Figure 5.4 a radial profile of the normalized velocity in axial direction is plotted
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for x/d = 45. Experimental data for the velocities are available only for x/d =

45 and x = 1 mm and along the centerline. With Cß = 0.11 good agreement of

experimental and computational data has been achieved.

For the chemistry Roggs reduced 4-Step-mechanism [131] with eight species was

used with a description of the system in tables using mixture fraction and mass

concentrations of ncH4)co,^fot and nH as independent variables [37] (see section

3.7.2 and appendix A). In the PDF computation the IEM mixing model [47] with

64 particles per cell was chosen. The hybrid scheme for the composition PDF and

RANS approach for the flow field solution as explained in chapter 3 was applied.

FLAME-D F profile center line
FLAME-D Temperature profile, center line

5.5. a Mixture Fraction - centerline 5.5.b Temperature - centerline

FLAME-D Temperature at x/d = 15 FLAME-D Temperature at x/d = 30

5.5.c Temperature, x/d —15

*/<<,„„, h

5.5.d Temperature, x/d = 30

Figure 5.5: Mixture Fraction and Temperature profiles: predictions (-) and experi¬
mental data (o)

The axissymmetric grid consists of 120x90 grid nodes covering a range of 0-80 di¬

ameters in axial direction and 0-20 diameters in radial direction. Grid refinement
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was done around centre axis and nozzle exit.

The computation of the reacting flow field starts with a simple combustion model

(EDM) until the field reached a steady state solution. For the start of the PDF

computation then all particles of one node have the same values assuming a Dirac

function for the PDF. About 6000 time steps, each step 10~4s, where performed
which took about 190 h total computational time on a HP J282 workstation.

In Figure 5.5 measured and computed profiles of the mixture fraction and the tem¬

perature along the centerline are plotted. Also the profiles of the temperature at

radial distance x/d = 15 and x/d = 30 are shown in the graphs. Up to a flame

length of 30-40 diameters the predictions are closely following experimental data.

The maximum of the temperature is predicted well. At x/d = 40 a temperature

drop in the computation indicates a shorter flame length compared to experiment.
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Figure 5.6: Mean and root mean square of the mixture fraction, predictions (-) and

experiment (o)

The radial profiles of the mixture fraction are shown in Figure 5.6. Mean and

root mean square values are compared to the measurements. At x/d = 15 a good

agreement of predictions with experiment is achieved. The underprediction at x/d
= 30 around the centerline correlates with the higher temperature values. This

results in a shorter prediction of the flame length. The most probable cause of the

underprediction of flame length is lack of numerical accuracy rather than deficiency
of the model assumptions. In radial direction a great refinement has been used to

accommodate the measurement points. Maybe a too fine grid in radial direction

has caused some too high cell aspect ratios at downstream position and numerical

diffusion.

In Figure 5.7 major species along the center line are plotted. Oxygen, Methane,
Carbondioxide and water show a similar behaviour as temperature and mixture

fraction. Again predictions up to 30-40 diameters are in good correlation to experi-
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mental data whereas the underprediction of the flame length goes together with an

underprediction of the mass fractions.
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Figure 5.8 presents major species and intermediate and final products like carbon-

monoxide, water and hydrogen. Especially for the measurement line at x/d = 30

good predictions for all presented species is achieved. At x/d = 15 the products
water and carbondioxide are slightly overpredicted which causes an underprediction
of the available oxygen.
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To get a better understanding of the influence of the different parameters of the

computation on the results some variations have been performed. The number of

grid points in axial direction has been divided by two and doubled with no big
influence. A variation of the number of particles and the mixing models did not

have much influence on the flame structure. The computation with 128 particles

per cell has been continued from results of the 64 particles per cell computation for

250 extra iterations. The nearly same profiles for this calculation indicate that the

solution may not be fully independent. The modified Curl computation shows some

minor changes compared to IEM but this does not have significant influence on the

quality of the results.
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The effect of the parameter variations on the temperature profiles can be seen in

Figure 5.9. Maybe a variation of the inlet conditions for the turbulent field could lead

to an improvement of the predictions of the axial location of the peak temperature.

For studying the chemistry and the reactions comparisons of computations and

experiment have been performed in mixture fraction space. In Figure 5.10 the

conditional plots of the measured and predicted temperature profiles for two different

downstream positions are plotted. The predicted values are in good agreement with

experimental data.

Figure 5.11.a and 5.11.b present major species like methane, oxygen and water in

mixture fraction space. They show good agreement of experimental data with exper-
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iment which indicates that the four-step reduced mechanism is working well. Minor

species like carbonmonoxide and hydrogen are plotted in Figure 5.11.C and 5.11.d

and also show good agreement of the predictions with the experiment. Only the

carbonmonoxide is not following the experimental values: for the lean and the rich

side the values are overpredicted whereas the maximum value is in correspondence

to experimental data.

FLAME-D Conditional profiles of major species at x/d = 15 FLAME-D Yi profiles Conditional x/d = 30

5.11.a x/d = 15; 02(- -)U20(-.)GRi(-) 5.11.1 x/d = 30; 02 (- -)E20(-.)CH^(-)

FLAME-D Conditional profiles of H and CO at x/d = 15 FLAME-D Conditional profiles of H and CO at x/d = 30

5.11.C x/d = 15; CO (- -) and H2 (-) 5.11. d x/d = 30; CO (- -) and H2 (-)

Figure 5.11: Conditional Plots of 02, H20; CH4 CO and H2 at different radial

positions: predictions and experimental data (+)

In Figure 5.12 the radial distributions of conditioned PDFs at x/d = 15 and x/d
= 30 for intermediate and final products are plotted. The temperature PDF at

both locations has its maximum around two thousand Kelvin. In these Figures only

predictions are presented.
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The differences between predictions and experimental data can be studied also in

the following Figures. Scatter plot data of single shot measurements are plotted
on the left hand side and on the ensemble values of the particles located at each

node at the righthand side. The number of particles available from measurement for

one line is about 9300 and from the computation 90 * 128 ~ 11500. In Figure 5.13

temperature versus mixture fraction scatter data from experiment are compared to

predictions. The experiment shows at position x/d = 10 low temperatures around

stoichiometry with a difference from chemical equilibrium. This indicates that some

particles did not have fully reacted yet or the phenomenon of local extinction occurs.

At position x/d = 30 only a few particles are off the chemical equilibrium. Only a few

measurement points in the region of local extinction are visible. In the computation
most of the scatter data are located around equilibrium.
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downstream positions: experimental data (a,c) and predictions (b,d)

The same number of scatter data is available for methane. Results are plotted in

Figure 5.14. At x/d = 15 the experiment shows some unburned methane around

stoichiometry. Also in the predictions some variations can be observed for mixture

fraction values between F = 0.4 and F = 0.7. At the x/d = 30 line experimental
data and predictions are predominantly located around chemical equilibrium.
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A scatter plot of CO versus mixture fraction is presented in Figure 5.15 for x/d=15
and x/d=30. One can see the values obtained from the reduced mechanism are

widely overpredicted compared to experimental data. Especially around stoichiom¬

etry more scatter data with low CO mass fraction is measured than predicted. This

indicates the limitations of a global 4-step mechanism. Several intermediate states

of the hydrocarbon combustion chemistry cannot be captured in detail - consumed

methane is oxidized with less reactions in the model than in reality. Therefore the

CO oxidation is predicted faster in the model than it happens in experiment.
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Conclusion

A joint composition PDF with IEM model and 4-step reduced mechanism and a

RANS approach with a k — e is used to calculate the turbulent nonpremixed flame

D of Barlow and Frank [12]. The numerical accuracy of the computations might
be improved by an improved implementation of the mechanism in order to avoid

anomalies of the H2 prediction. An improved numerical accuracy could also help to

avoid effects of numerical diffusion resulting in a too short flame length. A stabilized

flame is obtained and it is shown, that variation of the mixing model, namely IEM

and modified Curl did not have much influence on the flame structure. A more

detailed variation of particle numbers should allow a determination of the influence

of this parameter. Up to x/d = 30 the mixture fraction, its variance and the cal¬

culated scalar means conditioned on mixture fraction are in good agreement with
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experimental data. Some scatter plot results indicate that phenomena of extinc¬

tion and reignition are also captured by the model. However, the intensity differs

from measurements. With the 4-step reduced mechanism accurate calculations of

major species could be obtained. An improvement of the H2 and CO predictions as

well as the inclusion of NO chemistry could extend the capabilities of the chemistry

modeling. The PDF transport method is capable to represent complex interactions

between turbulence and chemistry in nonpremixed combustion. However the lim¬

itations of the model indicate the further need of modeling improvements in the

future.

International Workhop on Measurement and Computation of Turbulent Nonpremixed

Flames

At the TNF3 and TNF4 workshop the results have been compared with computa¬

tions of different groups (see [8], [9]). The objective of the workshop is

- to select a few well-documented flames that serve as experimental benchmarks

covering a progression in geometric and chemical kinetic complexity, attempt

to fix any major inconsistencies of gaps in these dat sets, and make the data

accessible on the internet.

- to provide an effective framework for comparison of different combustion mod¬

eling approaches and use the process to better our understanding of turbulent

flames.

The following groups, listed in table 5.3, contributed computations for flame D at

the TNF4 workshop, held in Darmstadt in the summer of 1999.

GROUP METHOD CHEMISTRY

Chen, UC Berkeley Monte Carlo PDF - IEM Reduced 12-step

Chen, UC Berkeley Monte Carlo PDF - Mod. Curl Reduced 12-step

Coelho, Peters,RWTH Aachen Finite Volume Steady Flamelet

Coelho, Peters, RWTH Aachen Finite Volume Unsteady Flamelet

di Mare, Jones, IC London LES Flamelet

Echekki, Sandia Labs ODT Reduced 12-step

Hinz, Janicka, TU Darmstadt Monte Carlo PDF - Mod. Curls ILDM

Hinz, Janicka, TU Darmstadt Monte Carlo PDF - Mod. Curls Reduced 4-step

Lindstedt, IC London Monte Carlo PDF - Mod. Curls Reduced 16-step

Obieglo, Gass ETH Zürich Monte Carlo PDF - IEM Reduced 4-step

Table 5.3: Contributions of flame D computations at the TNF 4 workshop

An example of the comparison study provided by Barlow for experimental data and

predictions is given in Figure 5.1 for temperature and species profiles in mixture

fraction space.
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Most groups either use a PDF method or a presumed PDF method based on Finite

Volume computations. For the chemistry several reduced mechanism starting from

4 up to 16 steps were in use; flamelet calculations have been applied in a steady

and an unsteady mode. The detailed comparisons within the framework of the

workshop include axial profiles of the velocities, mixture fraction and temperature.

Conditional plots of temperature, major species, NO and CO are taken into account.

Also scatter plots from temperature, CO, OH, H2, H20 have been compared. Finally

radial profiles and conditioned PDFs have been compared and discussed. Some

groups had to modify the applied turbulence model in order to get correct predictions

of the flow field. The main interest focused on the combustion intermediates and

minor species. Therefore in general good temperature and mixture fraction profiles

allowed for a detailed comparison of the species. Major species like CH4, H20,

C02, 02 were predicted well. Some anomalies and unrealistic predictions of the CO

and the H2 have been observed. In case of the four step mechanisms this could

be attributed to the absence of some intermediate species. The overpredictions

on the rich side in the flamelet calculations have been attributed to the detailed

mechanisms. This topic has been further investigated at TNF5, held in Delft in the

summer of 2000 [5]. Further investigations addressed the influence of radiation, the

mixing models and the boundary conditions as well as the number of particles in

PDF computations. Some of the computations have been published recently ([93],
[118], [147], [173]).



Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusions

The objective of the project was first the validation of a Finite Volume - PDF/Monte
Carlo code with an existing reduced four-step mechanism for methane chemistry.
The validation has been performed on the Sandia flame D. Advantages and limi¬

tations of the modeling have been found out. The results are summarized in the

section of Methane combustion. The other two objectives were the development and

implementation of the chemistry for hydrogen combustion in the FV - PDF code as¬

suming chemical equilibrium and repro-modeling and the validation of the hydrogen

chemistry in turbulent combustion and comparison to existing modeling approaches.
Both objectives have been successfully performed and the results are discussed and

summarized in the following section for Hydrogen Combustion.

6.1 Hydrogen Combustion

A hydrogen jet flame with Re = 10000 was studied numerically. Experimental
data of existing studies ([6], [56]) obtained by LDA, Raman, Rayleigh, and LIF

measurements have been utilized for comparisons. For the combustion modeling a

PEUL model, a Monte Carlo solution of a PDF transport equation, and an EDM

were considered. The flow field was calculated with the standard k — e model which

was extended with the Pope correction. The simulations of the flow field showed a

good agreement with experimental data. Therefore differences in the results were

attributed to the combustion modeling.

The EDM has the advantage of being computationaly inexpensive and simple to use.

A global one-step reaction and no probabilistic distribution is taken into account.

The calculated data in physical space were mostly in agreement with the experiments

except for some temperature overpredictions. In the Eddy Dissipation method the

production rate term is dominated by the turbulent time scale. No intermediate

species are considered.

The PEUL and the PDF method mostly showed good agreement with experimental
data. Even with the simple chemistry approach reasonably good predictions can be

made. The methods use large amounts of CPU time, especially the PDF-transport
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modeling. The deviations from the experimental data at some locations may come

both from limitations of the turbulent mixing model and the simplification of the

chemistry. In mixture fraction space the results with the assumption of chemical

equilibrium are close to experimental data. This indicates that in most regions of

the flame the assumption of chemical equilibrium is sufficient. For regions of non-

equilibrium one has to take models with finite rate chemistry into consideration.

Another effect might be the influence of radiation: Radiative losses will lead to

lower temperatures.

Taking into consideration the growing computer capability, which allows for faster

computing and lower computer prices in the future, the PDF approach seems to be

the most powerful modeling concept. For current calculations the PEUL model is a

good alternative to the simple EDM which in industrial applications is most often

used.

For the prediction of NO it was possible to include a NO post processing based on

the PDF-Transport solution, the equilibrium chemistry results and the Zel'dovich

mechanism with reasonably good results. (The emission of nitrogen oxides in prac¬

tical devices consists of 95 % NO and only of about 5 % N02 [60].) The coupling
of the flow solver CFX-TASCflow with the PDF code provided good predictions of

the flow field and the turbulent kinetic energy.

6.2 Repro-PDF modeling

A more detailed description of the chemical processes has been obtained by the

use of repro-modeling into the PDF-Transport method. This includes a detailed

description of the chemistry based on two independent species mass fractions. The

turbulent non-premixed hydrogen jet flame was simulated by the PDF transport

method and the chemical kinetics of the flame was described by a repro-model. Ac¬

cording to our calculations, the repro-model reproduces well the non-equilibrium

chemistry also in turbulent flames. This method uses polynomials for describing
the reaction progress instead of look-up tables and thus the calculations are faster.

Spatially two-dimensional (2D) flames can be handled also using more traditional

methods, but applying faster methods can be vital when 3D flames are modeled.

Comparison with experimental data shows that minor species like OH can be pre¬

dicted quite well by the repro-model. The model therefore seems to be also suitable

for the prediction of NO formation in turbulent flames.

6.3 Methane Combustion

Numerical simulations of a piloted turbulent methane/air flame with Re = 22500

have been performed. Experimental data of Raman, Rayleigh, LIF and LDA mea¬

surements have been used for comparison [12], [9]. A four-step reduced mechanism

for methane was used. A PDF transport equation was solved with a Monte Carlo

method. It was possible to apply the PDF method to the flame although the fuel
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inlet consists of a partially premixed Methane/Air stream. The solution of the flow

field with standard k — e and Pope correction showed good agreement for the first 40

diameters of the flame. Further downstream a shorter flame length than observed in

experiment has been predicted. Most probably this is due to numerical inaccuracy.

Scatter plot data of minor species like CO and H2 indicated some overpredictions

by a four-step reduced mechanism of intermediate species. Effects of local extinc¬

tions can be predicted only qualitatively. Best results with very good agreement to

experimental data have been obtained for profiles in mixture fraction space for tem¬

perature and major species of the system. Therefore the PDF code combined with

the four-step-reduced mechanism is a helpful tool for studying major developments

of combustion processes in turbulent flows. For a more detailed insight into the

formation of intermediate species like CO and NO the representation should include

more information based on a detailed reaction mechanism.

The modeling of turbulent combustion with a PDF transport equation showed the

great advantage of a closed source term which allows a detailed description of chem¬

istry. The limitation is given by the computational cost. Therefore the chemistry
has to be reduced to suitable dimensions. An improvement of numerical efficiency
and massive parallelization could further reduce computational cost and allow the

incorporation of more detailed chemistry especially in case of the methane combus¬

tion to improve the predictions of CO and to include NO chemistry. The modeling of

the turbulent mixing is based on one-point statistics independently of the chemistry.
This may be the reason why no big differences have been observed between the use

of modified Curl and IEM mixing model. To account for effects like preferential

diffusion and to include effects of local extinction and reignition based on the actual

value of the scalar dissipation rate a combination of PDF transport with flamelet

modeling could be useful. Target flames as they are presented at the International

Workshop on measurement and computation of turbulent nonpremixed flames are a

good choice for model validation and comparison with different methods and models

of other groups.

For methane and hydrogen combustion a lot of progress has been achieved in the

research and development of useful modeling tools for computational fluid dynam¬
ics. Today it is possible to make good predictions in laboratory configurations of

velocities, temperature, major and minor species in turbulent hydrogen combustion.

Future investigations could include methods like multi-step reduced reactions with

ten or more steps, ILDM or an extended version of repro-modeling for methane com¬

bustion. Another possible future development could be the use of repro-modeling
based on the ILDM method. A more detailed chemistry can be included by the use

of In situ adaptive tabulation, ISAT. Results with a 19 step reduced mechanism [147]
and with an ILDM method have been published recently [171]. To predict swirling
flames the use of Reynold stress models for the flow field prediction can be neces¬

sary. All model extensions and improvements together may be needed to predict all

relevant phenomena e.g. flame stability, ignition, extinction and reignition.



Appendix A

Skeletal Mechanism of CH4
Combustion

In the following tables the parameters for the Arrhenius equation (see eq. 2.10 of the

elementary reactions are presented. Ak denotes the preexponential factor of the rate

constant of reaction k, ß^ the temperature exponent of the preexponential factor of

the rate constant of reaction k and and Ek the activation of chemical reaction k.

Some reactions listed in the Table include the letter M which stands for a third

body reaction. Each of the species listed below of a third body reaction could be

involved to the reaction.

Nr. Reaction
Ak

mole, cm3, s
ßk

Ek

kJ/mole
1 02 + H -» OH + O 2.000E14 0.00 70300

2 OH + O -+ 02 + H 1.570E13 0.00 2890

3 H2 + O -> OH + H 1.800E10 1.00 36930

4 OH + H -> H2 + O 8.000E09 1.00 28200

5 OH + H2 ->• H20 + H 1.170E09 1.30 15170

6 H20 + H ->• H2 + OH 5.090E09 1.30 77780

7 OH + OH -» H20 + O 6.000E08 1.30 0

8 H20 + O ->• OH + OH 5.900E09 1.30 71260

9 02 + H+M ->• H02 + M 2.300E18 -0.80 0

CH4/6.5/ H20/6.5/ CO2/I.5/ CO/0.75/ O2/0.4/ N2/0.4/
10 H02 + H -> OH + OH 1.500E14 0.00 4200

Table A.l: Skeletal mechanism for CH4 combustion
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Nr. Reaction
Ak

mole, cm3, s
p\

Ek

kJ/mole
11 H02 + H -> H2 + 02 2.500E13 0.00 2930

12 H02 + OH -> H20 + 02 2.000E13 0.00 4180

13 CO + OH -> C02 + H 1.510E07 1.30 -3170

14 C02 + H ->• CO + OH 1.570E09 1.30 93740

15 CH4 + M - CH3 + H + M 6.300E14 0.00 435190

CH4/6.5/ H20/6.5/ C02/1.5/ CO/0.75/ O2/0.4/ N2/0.4/
16 CH3 +H+M -> CH4 + M | 5.200E12 0.00 -5480

CH4/6.5/ H20/6.5/ C02/1.5/ CO/0.75/ O2/0.4/ N2/0.4/
17 CH4 +H -> CH3 + H2 2.200E04 3.00 36600

18 CH3 +H2 - CH4 + H 9.570E02 3.00 36610

19 CH4 +OH - CH3 + H20 1.600E06 2.10 10290

20 CH3 +H20^ CH4 + OH 3.020E05 2.10 72900

21 CH3 +0 -> CH20+ H 6.800E13 0.00 0

22 CH20+ H -> HCO + H2 2.500E13 0.00 16700

23 CH20+ OH -+ HCO + H20 3.000E13 0.00 5000

24 HCO + H -> CO + H2 4.000E13 0.00 0

25 HCO + M-^CO + H + M 1.600E14 0.00 61510

CH4/6.5/ H20/6.5/ C02/1.5/ CO/0.75/ O2/0.4/ N2/0.4/
26 CH3 + 02 - CH3O+ O 7.000E12 0.00 107340

27 CH30+ H -4 CH20+ H2 2.000E13 0.00 0

28 CH30+ M -*• CH20+ H + M 2.400E13 0.00 120560

CH4/6.5/ H20/6.5/ C02/L5/ CO/0.75/ O2/0.4/ N2/0.4/
29 H02 +H02 -» H202 + 02 2.000E12 0.00 0

30 H2O2+M ->• OH + OH + M 1.300E17 0.00 190390

CH4/6.5/ H20/6.5/ CO2/I.5/ CO/0.75/ O2/0.4/ N2/0.4/
31 OH + OH +M -> H202 + M 9.860E14 0.00 -21220

CH4/6.5/ H2O/6.5/ CO2/I.5/ CO/0.75/ O2/0.4/ N2/0.4/
32 H202+OH -» H20 + H02 1.000E13 0.00 7530

33 H20 +H02 ->• H202 + OH 2.860E13 0.00 137210

34 OH + H + M -> H20 + M 2.200E22 -2.00 0

CH4/6.5/ H20/6.5/ C02/1.5/ CO/0.75/ O2/0.4/ N2/0.4/
35 H + H + M->H2 + M 1.800E18 -1.00 0

CH4/6.5/ H2O/6.5/ CO2/I.5/ CO/0.75/ O2/0.4/ N2/0.4/

Table A.2: Continued: Skeletal mechanism for CH4 combustion [131]
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Appendix B

Hydrogen Chemistry

Nr. Reaction
Ak

mole, cm3, s
Ä

Ek

kJ/mole
1 H2 + 0 -1 OH + H 5.120E+04 2.67 26.27

2 OH + H -> H2 + 0 3.534E+04 2.62 18.95

3 H2 + OH ->• H20 + H 1.020E+08 1.60 13.80

4 H20 + H -> H2 + OH 4.520E+08 1.60 77.08

5 02 + H + M -> H02 + M 2.100E+18 -.80 .00

N2/0.67/ O2/0.4/ H2O/0./ AR/0.28/
6 H02 + M^02 + H + M 1.159E+20 -1.26 211.41

N2/0.67/ O2/0.4/ H2O/0./ AR/0.28/
7 02 + H + H20 -) H02 + H20 6.890E+15 .00 -8.73

8 H02 + H20 -> 02 + H + H20 3.801E+17 -.46 202.68

9 02 + H -> OH + 0 9.756E+13 .00 62.11

10 OH + 0 - 02 + H 1.450E+13 .00 2.94

11 H202 + H -+ H02 + H2 1.690E+12 .00 15.71

12 H02 + H2 - H202 + H 1.507E+09 .78 83.91

13 H202 + H^OH + H20 1.020E+13 .00 14.97

14 OH + H20 -> H202 + H 6.724E+07 1.28 295.88

15 H202 + 0 ->• OH + H02 6.620E+11 .00 16.63

16 OH + H02 ->• H202 + 0 4.073E+08 .72 77.51

17 H202 + OH -> H20 + H02 7.830E+12 .00 5.57

Table B.l: Mechanism for H2 combustion - part of the Leeds methane mechanism

i
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Nr. Reaction
Ak

mole, cm3, s
ßk

Ek

kJ/mole
18 H20 + H02 ->• H202 + OH 4.744E+11 .45 140.59

19 H202(+M) -> 20H(+M) 3.000E+14 .00 202.87

N2/0.4/ O2/O.4/ H2O/6.5/ AR/0.35/
20 20H(+M) -+ H202(+M) 7.230E+13 -.37 .00

N2/O.4/ O2/O.4/ H20/6.5/ AR/0.35/
21 2H + M^H2 + M 1.870E+18 -1.00 .00

N2/O.4/ O2/O.4/ H2O/6.5/ AR/0.35/
22 H2 + M ->• 2H + M 6.269E+18 -.98 436.51

23 2H + H2 - 2H2 9.790E+16 -.60 .00

24 2H2 -> 2H + H2 3.282E+17 -.58 436.51

25 H + O + M-yOH + M 1.180E+19 -1.00 .00

N2/O.4/ O2/O.4/ H20/6.5/ AR/0.35/
26 OH + M->H + 0 + M 2.730E+19 -1.03 429.20

Na/0.4/ O2/O.4/ H20/6.5/ AR/0.35/
27 H + OH + M^H20 + M 5.530E+22 -2.00 .00

N2/O.4/ O2/O.4/ H2O/2.54/ AR/0.15/
28 H20 + M^H + OH + M 1.260E+25 -2.30 503.33

N2/O.4/ O2/O.4/ H20/2.54/ AR/0.15/
29 H + 02^H2 + 02 4.280E+13 .00 5.90

30 H2 + 02 -> H + H02 2.600E+12 .48 231.01

31 H + H02 ->• 20H 1.690E+14 .00 3.66

32 20H -> H + H02 1.839E+10 .83 149.54

33 H + H02 - H20 + 0 3.010E+13 .00 7.20

34 H20 + 0 -) H + H02 3.225E+11 .56 227.22

35 20 + M^02 + M 5.400E+13 .00 -7.48

N2/0.4/ O2/O.4/ H2O/6.5/ AR/0.35/
36 02 + M ->• 20 + M 4.816E+16 -.43 493.62

37 0 + H02 ->• 02 + OH 3.190E+13 .00 .00

38 02 + OH -> 0 + H02 1.338E+12 .43 217.79

39 20H -> 0 + H20 1.510E+09 1.14 .42

40 0 + H20^20H 1.487E+11 .87 74.56

41 OH + H02 - H20 + 02 2.890E+13 .00 -2.08

42 H20 + 02 -+ OH + H02 1.193E+14 .16 289.85

43 2H02 -+ H202 + 02 4.220E+14 .00 50.14

44 H202 + 02 ->• 2H02 2.876E+16 -.29 207.05

45 2H02 -^ H202 + 02 1.320E+11 .00 -6.82

46 H202 + 02 -)> 2H02 8.997E+12 -.29 150.09

Table B.2: Continued: Mechanism for H2 combustion - part of the Leeds methane

mechanism [155]
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Flow solver

CFX-TASCflow is a Finite Element based Finite Volume method. The geometry

is represented by Finite Elements. For the Finite Volume method the governing

equations (2.1, 2.2, 2.5) can be transformed into integral notation using the Theorem

of Gauss:

d_
dt

I pdV) + <f pujdnj = 0 (C.l)
Jv J Js

I (Xp^dv)+ipu^dn>=-£pdn*+£^ (^+f^) (°-2)

d_
dt wy

fxßdVj + J> pujdnj = * Te// (SZ-drij) + / S^dV (C.3)

where V and S denote the volume and surface integrals and dnj are the differential

Cartesian components of the normal surface vector. The fluxes are integrated by

surface integrals whereas the volume integrals represent source terms. The definition

of a control volume is shown in Figure C.l.
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Element

Node

inite Volume

Figure C.l: Definition of the control volume [1]

For each node a control volume is created. The boundary of each control node is

defined by eight line-segments in 2D and 24 surfaces in 3D. For each control volume

the integral equations (C.l, C.2, C.3), converted to a discrete form, are solved.

An example of the discrete form is given for the momentum equation:

PAV(Uj — u,

At

o-

+Yl sk)»p = *%2(p&n*)%p+Yl ( Veff f
%p ip ip

^ ^

du,, du,

dx. dx,
An

ip

(CA)

where mip = (pu3An/)°p and ip denotes an integration point. Arij is the discrete

surface vector, At is the time step and the superscript
°
means 'at the old time

level'. For more details we refer to [1].
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Solution Method
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Figure D.l: Solution scheme of the Finite Volume - Monte Carlo PDF solver

In Figure D.l the computational solution scheme is illustrated. The Finite Volume

code solves for the velocity field, the pressure gradient, the turbulent kinetic energy

and its dissipation rate. The output of this computation serves as basis for the

next time step of the Monte Carlo PDF computation. Depending on the chosen

chemistry model, the information about the necessary reaction rates is obtained

from a look-up process on tables or as an output from a mathematical expression
in case of repro-modeling. The new density field is the provided as new information

back to the Finite Volume solver. It is possible to have some inner loops for the

Monte Carlo PDF solver.
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Remarks on Numerics and time

steps

E.l Numerical Accuracy of particle algorithms

In this appendix some numerical aspects of the work are discussed in more detail.

The discussion is following the investigation of an intensive assessment of numeri¬

cal accuracy of PDF/Monte Carlo methods for turbulent reacting flows published

by Xu and Pope in 1999 [172]. The published assessment is based on a velocity-

frequency-composition PDF. To describe the numerical accuracy of a computation
three parameters have to be taken into account: the total number of cells, M2, the

total number of stochastical particles, N, and the time step, At, used in the applied
time scheme of the integration. Instead of the total number of stochastical particles,
the number of particles per cell, Npc, can be used as well. Based on theses three

parameters the determination of the total numerical error of a mean value (Q) can

be expressed as

e<2 — {Q}npc,m,m ~ (Q)

where J2q defines the statistical error, and Dq the deterministic error, which can

be split of into a bias error, Bq, and a discretization error, Sq.

The statistical error arising due to the finite number of particles used for the com¬

putation. It is given as

^Q NU2
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where d is a standardized random variable and c an error coefficient to be estimated,
based on the square root of the standard error y/Npcvax({Q}Npc,M,At) ^n fne case

studied by Xu and Pope maximum error coefficients c of different scalars were deter¬

mined between 0.3 and 4.22. The bias error is a deterministic error resulting from

the stochastical error. The use of mean quantities within the PDF transport equa¬

tion (eq. 3.63) is an approximation because the mean quantities contain already a

stochastical error. The error feedback on the result causes a bias. The bias can be

expressed as

EQ — ({Q}NPc,M,At) ~~ {Q}oo,M,At

=

F" <E'3>
1 ypc

where b denotes an error coefficient and {Q}oo,Af,At = ti.Npc-+oc{Q}Npc,MAt- There¬

fore the bias error has a faster convergence with Npc —> oo. The estimation of b

in the case presented by Xu and Pope is given between 6.0 and 26.2 for different

scalars. The discretization error is a combination of temporal and spatial error.

The temporal error is due to the choice of At and depending on the order of the

discretization scheme used. For the spatial error the finite size of the cells is taken

into account. The discretization error reads

Sq — {Q}oo,M,At - (Q)

=

W <E'4>

where a denotes the error coefficient with maximum values between 40 and 240 [172].
The total numerical error, defined in equation (E.l) now reads

abc
_

r.

£« = MÎ+/V +

<5
(RB)

An assessment of numerical accuracy and an estimation of the coefficients a, b,
and c like it is presented in the paper of Xu and Pope [172] could be a helpful
future investigation. In the presented work computations with 32, 64, 128, and 400

particles particles per cell have been performed for a composition PDF. A minimum

of 128 particles seems to be necessary to achieve converged and stable solutions. The

number of particles in use for the presented results is mentioned for each specific case.

To check grid independence of the solutions, the number of cells has been doubled

and divided in half for the both geometries. The local time step is computed by

equation (3.109). An illustration of the distribution of the local time steps in case

of the hydrogen jet flame can be seen in Figure 3.3.

To avoid the effect of numerical diffusion the choice of the time step should follow the

CFL condition (eq. 3.106) as an upper limit for the time step. This condition could
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cause a complete exchange of particles for convection which whould be avoided. The

choice of particles should be provided without repetition. Instead of an extensive

control of particle exchange a different formulation of the condition for the time

step, based on an empirical formulation is applied to compute a local time step (eq.

3.109). A local time step control is possible for stationary solutions.

A possible reason for a too short flame length computed of the Methane/Air Sandia

flame D could be a too large overall time step of the flow field computations compared

to the local time steps used in the PDF computation. The determination of the local

time step (eq. 3.109) is based on the local metric and cell width. This allows the

handling of grid refinement with different cell sizes in the order of several magnitudes.
Without local time step a zero particle exchange procedure could happen for regions
with a coarse grid. An increase of the particles per cell could avoid this effect but

would cause longer computational times. Therefore in regions with small cells also

small local time steps are computed. A detailed study of the local step has been

performed for an analytical test function by Laxander [90]. Different diffusion terms

are computed for radial and axial direction taken into account effects of different

aspect ratios of the cell.

There exist no clear criteria for convergence. For a chosen number of particles per

cell in the range of Npc « 102 the statistical error described in eq. (E.2) could have

strong influence, also via the coupling through the density, on the convergence of the

turbulent flow field. Therefore a smoothing procedure of the density is performed

once a quasi-stationary solution is obtained. In the procedure the ensemble averaged
values are accumulated and averaged over the following time steps. Starting from a

time step k* the density averaging reads

k

(P) = TT_^Y, (P)(m) (E-6)
m=k*

where k denotes the actual time step.

E.l.l Numerical accuracy of chemical source term evalua¬

tion

Chemical look-up tables are prepared for time step 10~4s and 10~5s. If results

are needed for other time steps, as required during the Monte Carlo simulation,
the chemical look-up tables are used repeatedly. Only for time steps smaller than

10~5s a linear interpolation is applied. In case of repro-modeling no look-up and

interpolation is necessary. For the mixture fraction based computation and for the

reduced mechanism the accuracy is depending on the number of available increments

of the chosen parameter within the look-up table and the interpolation algorithm
for the look-up procedure which could cause an error [90].
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Remarks on physical models

F.l Flamelet Modeling

To combine effects of mixing and chemistry the description of the flamelets in the

steady laminar flamelet model, SLFM, is based on the mixture fraction Z and the

scalar dissipation rate x- X is defined as

*=2D(ë)' (R1)

where D is the laminar diffusion coefficient D. First computations of a laminar

counterflow burner along the one-dimensional centerline with the exact solution of

the governing equations including a detailed chemistry mechanism are carried out to

generate a set of so called flamelet libraries. The information about the results for

the species of the detailed mechanism and the temperature is stored as a function of

mixture fraction and scalar dissipation rate in tables. In turbulent combustion once

the local values of the mixture fraction and the scalar dissipation rate are known at

local position, the mean values of the species scalars can be computed according to

Ya= f Ya(Z,X)P(Z,x)dZ (F.2)
Jo

where Ya(Z, x) is obtained from the flamelet libraries. Usually the joint PDF P(Z, x)
is assumed to be statistically independent and therefore can be split into a product of

two PDFs, P(Z)P(x). In common approaches a /5-PDF or log-normal distribution

based on the mixture fraction and its variance is assumed.

In practical applications for modeling the Favre averaged mean value of the scalar the

dissipation rate can be obtained by the variance of the mixture fraction multiplied
with the reciprocal of the turbulent time scale. A constant factor is assumed for

proportionality
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-"il

X = CqlZ"2 (F.3)

The variance of the mixture fraction is defined as

^ =

~rE (^ - *) (F-4)

In a RANS approach the variance of the mixture fraction is computed by solving a

transport equation for the variance including a source term. To include transient

effects like extinction and reignition additional a reaction progress variable c and

a time r is introduced in the transient laminar flamelet model, TLFM. For more

details we refer to [53].

F.2 The Eddy Dissipation Combustion Model (EDM)

Based on the global one-step reaction in equation 3.4.1 and the chemical source term

of equation 3.31 a description of the model in terms of PDFs is possible. Assuming
for the global one-step chemistry a one dimensional representation of a PDF to

obtain the mean value by integration over mixture fraction space the function can

be divided into two parts: one probability for the fuel mass fraction the other for

the oxidizer.

ùF= ùFP(Z)dZ
io

St

YFP(Z)dZ

zst

-A

1
y\

°2P(Z)dZ
St

S
(F.6)

Js f P(Z)dZ
Jzlt

(F.7)

=B

where s denotes the stoichiometric coefficient (see section 3.4.1). According to the

model the integration yields constant values depending on the mass fractions of fuel

and oxidizer:

If YF < Y0Js then A = 1 andß = 0 (F.8)

If %>Y0Js then A = 0 andß = 1 (F.9)
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F.3 PEUL Combustion Model

For a mixture described by the interaction by exchange with the mean, IEM, evo¬

lution in time is given by

dYn Y* _

n
Yn

dt T*

dZ z* - Z

dt
~

T*
(F.10)

where r* is the mixing time and Y* and Z* are mean values. The dZ/dt denotes the

mixing in mixture fraction space. Combining both equations yields the IEM mixing
in mixture fraction space

(\y y* -Y

~dz
-

-z^z (R11)

Including reaction and introducing the Favre mean the equations for mass fractions

and the enthalpy are

dYn Yn - Yn + Ttù/p , .

~dz
~

~z-z— (F-12)

dh h — h

dZ Z-Z
(F.13)

The equation for the enthalpy can also be expressed in terms of the temperature in

mixture fraction space.

dT

CpdZ Z

1 f N N )
~—= < E ?" {hn ~ hn) ~Tt^2 hnCOn/p I (F.14)
-*

\ 7i=l n=l )

The differentiation of the enthalpy equation in mixture fraction space results in the

following equation

dh v^ i
dYn v^, r

dhn dhn

n—l n=l

The input for a PEUL computation consists of a PDF for the thermochemical scalar,
the turbulent time rt and the mean values of the mass fraction of the N species.
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